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PREAMBLE
f-k.
THIS AGREEMENT made this .li day of September, 1999, by and between
the Town of West Seneca by its Supervisor, Paul T. Clark (hereinafter referred to as the Board)
and the Civil Service Employees Associa.tion, Ine., Local 1000, A.F.S.C.M.E., AFL-CIO, Town
of West Seneca Blue Collar Unit, Local #815, (hereinafter referred to as the CSEA).
WHEREAS, it is the intent and purpose of the parties to set forth herein the basic
agreement covering wages and terms and conditions of employment to be observed between the
parties.
THE PARTIES agree that ail negotiable items have been discussed during the
negotiations leading to this agreement and, therefore, agree that negotiations will not be opened
on any item whether l~ontainedherein or not unless by mutual agreement, until a new contract is
to be negotiated:'
,
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed as.follows:
ARTICI,E 1. -RECOGNITION..
Section 1.1- - lJNIT ,'''. .
-.'-. '. .'
.
,
~.
The Board recognizes the..CSEA as.the sole and exclusive representative!for:the: '.;' .' .:~ :
purposes of-collective bargainiIlg in respect to wages, hours and alhheterms'andconditions;.of':." ;;".
employment for all the employees whose job classifications appear in Schedules attached hereto
and ail other full-time Blue Collar Employees. of the Town of West Seneca excluding therefrom..
air members of the Police Department, Depa.rtnient Heads,. Elected Officials, .all part -time
employees, temporary employees hired on a seasonal basis, Town Attorneys, Town Engineer,
Secretary to the-Supervisor,'Fire Alarm Superintendent, Radio Maintenance Men, Superintendent
of Buildings and Grounds, Recreation Supervisor, Building Inspector, Assessor, Construction
Inspector, all White Collar job classifications and Fire Dispatchers. Such recognition shall
extend to the maximum period allowed by law.
Section 1.2 - PART TIME
Part time employees are employees who average less than twenty (20) hours per
week for the Town of West Seneca. A Part time employee is an employee who does not work
twenty (20) hours or more per week during four (4) payroll periods in a calendar year.
ARTICLE 2. - NON-DISCRIMINATION
Section 2.1 - NON-DISCRIMINATION
Neither the Board nor the CSEA shall discriminate for or against any employee
covered by this Agreement on account of race, sex, color, age, religious creed, political
affiliation, or national origin. The use of the male or female gender of nouns or pronouns in this
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Agreement is not intended to describe any specific employee or group of employees but is
intended to refer to all employees in job classifications regardless of sex. No employee covered
by this Agreement shall be discriminated against because of membership in the Union or
activities on behalf of the Union.
ARTICLE 3. - DUES DEDUCTION AND AU:rHORIZATIONS -AGENCY SHOP
Section 3.1 - AGENCY SHOP FEE
CSEA having been recognized as the exclusive representative of employees
within the bargaining unit described in Article 1, shall be entitled to have::deductions made from
the wages or salary of all employees within the bargaining unit in an amount equivalent to the
dues and other fees levied by CSEA. The amount to be deducted from each employee's wage
shall be certified to the Town by the fiscal officer of CSEA. The Town shall make all said.
deductions and shall remit said sums to CSEA, monthly, at 143 Washington Street, Albany, New
York.I2210.
The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc. having been recognized or
certified as the exclusive representative of employees within. the bargaining unit represented by
this agreement shall have deductions made from the wage or salary of employees of said
bargaining unit who are not members of the Civil Service Employees Association,.Inc,ithe:..
amount equivalent to the duesJevied.bythe Civil S-ervice'Employees:Associatioi1'-Jn(L~"S']c\1e':>.:~:,:.....
employer shaH make such deductions and transmit the amount so deducted; "along'with ;aJi~tji:ig'.:;
of such employees,to Civil Service EmployeesAssociation, Inc.,.143 Washington:Street~..:;''.., . .
Albany, New York-122IG. h' . ..
The Civil ServiCe Employees Association, Inc. warrants that it has established and
maintains a procedure pursuant to §208(3) of the New York Civil Service Law;
Section 3.2 - DUES DEDUCTION. INITIATION FEES AND INSURANCE FEES
The Board shall deduct membership initiation fees, regular membership dues and
CSEA insur~J1cefees from the wages of those employees who have signed the appropriate
payroll deduction authorization cards permitting such deductions and remit the monies deducted
to the Civii Service Employees Association, Inc. andlor to its designated agent. The deduction(s)
set forth in this Section 3.2 shall continue in effect until the employee revokes one andlor more
of the deductions by sending a written statement of revocation to the Board. A copy of the
revocation notice shall be sent concurrently to the CSEA.
CSEA warrants and agrees to hold the Town safe and harmless as a result of any
said deductions. The Town further agrees to deduct and transmit any other sums voluntarily
being deducted from an employees wages for CSEA insurance or other benefit upon the filing by
CSEA and the employee of the proper authorization.
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ARTICLE 4. - WORKDAY. WORKWEEK AND OVERTIME
Section 4.1 - WORKDAY
The regular workday shall be eight (8) consecutive hours except for interruptions
for lunch periods, within a calendar day except as herein otherwise provided. All employees
covered under this contract shall work between 7:00 A.M. and 3:30 P.M. Monday through Friday
with 11one-half (1/2) hour lunch break each work day except the Dog Control Officer and the
Assistant Dog Control Officer. The Dog Control Officer and the Assistant Dog Control Officer
shaHwork between 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. Monday through Friday with a one (1)hour
inclusive lunch break each work day.
(a) An employee tardy from work from 1 to 10 minutes shall be docked IS
minutes pay.
(b).. __ An employee tardy from II to 20 minutes shall be docked 30 minutes pay.
(c) An employee tardy from work ftom 21' to 30 minutes shall be docked' 45
minutes. pay.
(d) AllY employee more than 30 miiiutestardY'afterihis~reglilar:stai1ing,:time:~/::C!:;?:; :::,':.
shall be considered absent without leave and shall not be'paid for the day: :- . - , . : ;~.:- ~.'. ...'-..
,"
.
";.:.#
.'
(e). In.order to avoid any delay in:work crew assignments, a tardy~mpk'yee''''':',;;,/"""
may- be assigned work without regard to'seniority. .
Section 4.2 - WORKWEEK AND LAG PAYROLL
The regular workweek for all employees shall not exceed forty (40) hoars except.
as herein otherwise provided.
Employees will be paid on a bi-weekly basis on alternate Fridays, and one week's
salary shall be held back from each ~mployee. .
Section 4.3 - OVERTIME
All full-time employees shall receive overtime compensation at the rate of one
and one-half (1' 1/2) times the regular rate of pay for work hoursin excess ofthe hours of work
established in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Section 4.4 - HOLIDAYS AND SATURDAY PREMruMS
All full-time employees working on a holiday will be compensated at the rate of
one and one-half (I 1/2) times his daily rate of pay plus the holiday pay. All Saturday work
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which is not part of the normally scheduled workweek, shall be paid at the rate oftime and
one-half. No one shall be re-scheduled in an attempt to avoid paying time and one-half on
Saturday.
Section 4.5 - OVERTIME RATE
Overtime pay shall be on a pro-rata basis using 2,080 hours per annual salary to
establish the hourly rate.
Section 4.6 - HOURS OF WORK DEFINED
For purposes ofthe provisions of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 in computing overtime
liability "hours of work" shall be deemed to mean hours actually worked by the employees. Any
paid absence, except absence while on Workers' Compensation or Sick Bank Leave, shall be
deemed to be eight (8) hours of work. A paid holiday shall be deemed to be eight (8) hours of
work. Absence for Workers' Compensation' hearing or.medical treatment required for
compensation injuries shall be deemed to be hours of work.
Section 4:1'- SUNDAY PAY
If a member is required to work overtime. on aSunday,j1..shall.heatdouble:1iis~; .:.
"regularraie'ofpay.. . .,".. . . '. :'«, ,.':.;.t::.'~:.J.;;.~r..'~;;.;.,;;:;;/...':.;;.
,
.
.:.~:>.
.:.
~
.:.~: :.. .:: ;~~::7-:.t.~~*..::.'..,
-
..:..
\.'
"":'",
. '.:
"
Section 4:8 -CALL BACK PAY' :...;:.....~ ~ ~ .t'._ .~. . .. . .'-';,.";':; ,. '':'''n.;', . .
,
'.,
.' .'
':,
'd'
~ ;.'._ .
.'
,.
AnY employee called back.to work outside of his regularly scheduled shift;.shall ..'/ : :....
be paid. for at least.two (2) hours work. Such an employee may be required to remain at-and'
contmue to perform his duties for a least two (2) hours.
Section 4.9 - OVERTIME CALLOUTS AND EMERGENCIES
(a) Overtime work shall he offered to all employees, who are actually at work,
first, before any Call-In shall occur, within the same job classification or department on a straight
seniority bCtSis.The opportunity to work overtime shall be offered to the employees within the
job classification of the department involved on a straIght seniority basis. E~lployees, who are
offered overtime work on this basis but who decline to accept shall be considered to have worked
overtime for the purpose of determining distribution of overtime.
Overtime work shall be voluntary, and there shall be no discrimination
against any employee who declines to work overtime, except in case of emergency. In such a
circum8tance, the Department Head is authorized to direct employees to work overtime for
reasonable periods. Emergency shall mean snow control, ice control, flooding and other similar
acts of nature.
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Notwithstanding the provision of this Section 4.9, seniority shall not apply
in the assignment of overtime in the following circumstances:
i) Where an employee has commenced a job assignment in the course
of his regular shift, the employee will be permitted to complete the assignment although such
employee may need to work beyond the end of his normal shift on the day the assignment is
commenced in order to complete the work. This continuation of work shall not continue for a
period exceeding three and one-half (3 ~) hours from the end of the employee's normal shift on
that day. This condition of employment shall be waived in instances, where an employee(s) does
not desire to continue to work beyond the end of his normal work day. In such case the'
Employer shall assigri.overtime work to employees on the basis of seniority in accordance with
the other provisions of this Section 9.
ii) Overtime assignments for the Buildings and Grounds Department
will be OIla rotation basis, starting with the most senior man (laborer), then the next senior man
and so on, until the-least senior man has had an opportunity to.work overtime. The list will then
"
begin again with the most senior man. If the person whose name is-lIp for a callout refuses to
work; his name is put to the bottom of the list as ifhe worked...Overtime that will not be put on
the (wheel) rotation are as.follows: working with the-Fife Alann Maintenance '
,
.
(c) The Town shall first.canvass t.he list of Highway employees, then Rubbish
Truck employees. then caretakers and mechanics. ThiR.list.will be canvassed once. .
(d) If additional personnel are required~ the Town will then canvass the Sewer
Maintenance Motor EquipmentOperators.
(e) If the Town is unable to obtain sufficient personnel by paragraphs b. c and d.
the Town win have the right to fill with non-regular. part-time or temporary employees from
whatever source.
(t) On all "Call-Ins", employees shall be paid from the nearest quarter hour to
the time that they actually report to work.
(g) If an employee is passed over in an overtime callout through no fault of the
employee, the employee. who is passed over will be paid for his or her missed overtime.
(h) In the event of an overtime callout pursuant to paragraphs b, c, and d
above. each employee will receive only one call. Every employee regardless of whether or not
the employee is off on sick leave. personal leave or vacation (but not employees on Workers'
Compensation leave. leave of absences. Sick Bank leave or bereavement leave) will receive one
5
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call. The only time an employee is entitled to a second call is if in the event on the first call,
there was no answer, a busy signal is received, an individual at the house indicates that the
employee is not at home or is temporarily not available to answer the phone.
(i) If the Town (the Town Highway Superintendent) declares an emergency,
thereby implementing the provisions of Subparagraph (a) above, the Town will pay time and
one-half for all hours worked during the emergency, except for Sundays for which the employees
are paid at double time. If an employee works more than sixty (60) hours during the same
continuous emergency, the employee will be paid double time for all hours worked in excess of
the first sixty (60) hours during that sam.e continuous emergency. In any event, however there
will be no pyramiding of overtime rates.
Section 4.10 - OVERTIME APPROVAL
No overtime payments shall be made unless the overtime work has been
specifically ordered by the Department Head. In'addition, no overtime work shall be ordered
unless there has been an appropriation of funds for that purpose.
Section 4.11 - NIGHT PATROL
The Town will establish a Night Patrol,~commencing'inthe.,Month of.November
OF:December;. consisting of one Crt:w of two CDLJwl'ders ,ftom .theHighwayDepart1rientto:,work,::. .~o :",:""'""
a shift of 3:00 P.M: to 1.1:00 P:M. and one crew of two CDL h01dersftom"the"Highway .,' ' , '
Department to work a shift of 11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A::M;'for a sevenconsecutive'day.period.: .. . ',,::. .
The Superintendent of Highways shalLestablish each Night Patrol crew. The Town shall publish
a list of the Night Patrol crews and post a Night Patrol schedule in the Month of September.
Each crew shall be allowed an opportUnity.to select one 3:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. tour and one
11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. tour by seniority.
Crew seniority shall be determined by the seniority of the most senior employee on the crew.
Selection Process: Once the night patrol schedule is posted, each crew shall be aHowed one (1)
day to selert their 3:00 P.M. to 1J.:00 P.M. tour and 11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. tour. If the senior
employee of a crew is at work on the day that the crew is required to select their Night Patrol
tours but the crew does not select a Night Patrol tour, that crew shall be placed at the end of the
list, and the next most senior crew shall be aHowed to select their Night Patrol tours. If the
senior employee of a crew is not at work on the day that the crew is required to select their Night
Patrol tours, that crew shaH be allowed until the next day that the senior employee is at work to
make their selection. In the event that the senior employee of a crew is not at work for a period
of one (1) week, the Town will attempt to contact the employee at home to have him make the
selection over the phone. If the employee refuses to select over the telephone, or if the Town is
unable to contact the employee for a period of one (1) week, that crew shall be placed at the end
of the list.
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The Night Patrol will be scheduled to last long enough for each crew to have one 3:00 P.M. to
11:00 P.M. tour and one 11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. tour. The Town may extend the operation of
the Night Patrol at its sole option. In the event that the Town elects to extend the operation of the
Night Patrol, the additional shifts shall be offered to crews on a seniority basis.
In the event that the Town is aware of a week-long (seven days) Night Patrol vacancy, it shall
canvass employees by seniority to fill that week-long (seven days) vacancy.
In the event of a vacancy on a daily basis, the overtime opportunity shall be offered to the most
senior employee at work, before any call-ins occur. .
It is understood that for the purposes of this section, a vacation week shall be considered to be
Monday through Friday. An employee who has scheduled a vacation week during his or her
Night Patrol tour shall be allowed to work the Saturday and Sunday of the tour.
Recognizing that the scheduling of Night Patrol tours shall take place.during tff€.period during;', .
which vacations are being scheduled, employees shall make every effort to avoid scheduling a
Night Patrol tour for the same week that the employee has scheduled.a..vacationweek. Similarly,
employees shall make every effort to avoid scheduling a vacation week for the same-week that.
the employee has scheduled a Night Patrol tour. .
There sh~Jl.be.no switching:oftours .or shifts between individuais:,or crewsx:-;;:'.;.. ':''''!''.: ~.:".; ',,:.;, ':, ~.
':'. ."
r ;:..', '~, _'
..
.~ ':\. .~.
':
.
", ~...
'.
. ..
ARTICLF. .5 PRODUCTIVITY . .;. . ~.. .,'
Section 5.1 - PRODUCTMTY .
The CSEA 'and the Board recognized the necessitY of a fair day's work for a fair
day's pay throughout the Board's operations covered by this collective bargaining agreement. In
this connection, both parties wilfurge its representatives and members to cooperate with each
other in accomplishing this result so that both parties may gain economic improvements.
Section 5.2 - LABOR MANAGEMENT
(a) The Employer and the Union agree to establish a Labor Management
Committee which will meet at least bimonthly to consider among other pertinent items, methods
of improving working and safety conditions and general Labor Management matters. This
Committee will also work to give consideration to potential or existing employees' grievances
and to joint Labor Management problems which may involve operating procedure and policies
affecting the conduct of the Employer's business.
(b) The Labor Management Committee will meet at a convenient and agreed
upon location and the employee members will be paid only for their regularly scheduled hours of
work so long as they are scheduled to be working at the time these meetings are held. The Union
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agrees that the employee members of this Committee shall be limited to a maximum ofthree (3).
The Employer will not be liable for any expenses incurred by the Committee Members.
ARTICLE 6. - HOLIDAYS
Section 6.1 - PAID HOLIDAYS
All full-time employees shall be entitled to the following paid holidays:
Lincoln's Birthday
Memorial Day
Columbus Day
Thanksgiving Day
New Year's Day
Washington's Birthday
Independence Day
Election Day
Day After Thanksgiving
Good Friday
Labor Day
Veteran's Day
Christmas Day
If any such holiday shall fall on a.Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be observed
as such holiday. If any such holiday shall fallon a Sunday, the following Monday shall be .
observed as such holiday.
Section 6.2 - BEFORE AND AFTER HOLIDAYS
. Any.full~time employee, who'fails.to,reportfor..and'perfonrithis:scht>..duled.'\1r. ".:.' .N....
assigned work'on the last working day before.a:holiday:or on thtdirst.work;aay~follo:wirig.the .' . '. :'.....
.holiday;' shalL-he-ineligible to be~paid for the'unworked' holiday; unless such;;a:,holiday::fal,Js:Within :::.' , ,: '. .'
a reIDllar..scheduled vacation,period or unless'.the.employee:is'offdue to'illness;orinjuiY;~for" '..':" .
which he shall produce verification for said absence.'
.
Section 6.3 - SPECIAL HOLIDAYS
Whenever special holidays are declared by the Town Board Resolution, such days
shall apply equally to' all Town employees.
Section 6.4 - HOLIDAY PAY
Where a employee js required to work on a holiday that employee shall be paid 011
the basis of one and one-half (1 1/2) times his or her regular rate of pay plus the holiday pay.
Any employee required to work on Christmas Day shall be paid on the basis of double time his or
her regular rate of pay plus his or her regular holiday pay. There shall be no pyramiding of
overtime.
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ARTICLE 7. -VACATIONS
Section 7.1 - VACATION ENTITLEMENT
A full-time employee, who has completed the years of continuous service
indicated in the following table in any calendar year, shall receive a paid vacation corresponding
to such years of service as shown in the following table:
YEARS OF SERVICE WEEKS OF VACATION
After completion of 1 year
After completion of 3 years
After completion of5 years
After completion of 10 years
After completion of 18 years
After completion of21 years.
After completion of 22 years
After completion of 23 years-.
After completion of24 years
After completion. of 25 years
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
5 weeks
5 weeks and I day
5 weeks and 2 days
5 weeks and,3 days
5 weeks and 4 days
6weeks
. An employee' on Workers' Compensation.or:SickfBank"leave;!for<an:ent.ife):,ii;;/:~;!,;\.<. "
calendar month shallhavems or her vacationaccruai- forthat year reduced~~y'one~tw'elftfuGl1':J.:.4}-;;:-'~..
for each such calendar: month-absent. . " '." . ',:;. :."..r:~i:'>-'" .' ,.'
.,~
.
;~'"
, .
, .~
".
.
'''',
.
,
Section--7::2 - VACATION SCHEDULING
Each employee covered under this contract shall be allowed to select an initial
vacation period from the weeks available within a calendar year. The employee shall select hi~
vacation period between November 1 and December 15 of each year in accordance with the
procedure contained herein. The employee shall, then, be allowed to take the vacation he
selected in the calendar year following the year he selected such vacation. The Superintendent of
Highways or the Supervisors of other departments in which employees covered under this
contract work shall allow employees to select their vacation periods on the basis of Town-wide
seniority with the most sernor employee choosing his vacation period first. Following his
selection, other employees shall be allowed to choose weeks during which they desire to take
vacation until the least senior employee has .tinally chosen the vacation weeks which have not
been selected by more senior employees.
When an employee initially selects his vacation, he may ifhe desires, select
alternate weeks which are not available at the time he is involved in the vacation selection
proces~. If a week(s) become unencumbered because another employee(s) cancels his vacation
for such week(s), the vacation time shall be offered to the most senior employees who expressed
a preference for the vacation period should it become open. In order to allow another
employee(s) to become eligible for a more preferred vacation period, the employee who is
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withdrawing his bid for the vacation period must notify the Superintendent or Supervisor of
another Department at least five (5) working days prior to the date his vacation would have
begun. The Superintendent or other Supervisor shall, then, canvass the employees who
expressed a desire for the now vacant vacation period beginning with the most senior employee
who expressed an interest in the period. The vacation time will be granted to the first employee
who responds by accepting the vacation period offered to him.
Section 7.3 - ONE-DAY VACATIONS
Notwithstanding the conditions set forth in Section 7.2 with regard to the
scheduling of vacation in time frames of one (1) or more work weeks, employees of the
Buildings and Grounds Department shall be allowed to use their accrued vacation in increments
of one (1) or more work days and/or one (1) or more work weeks until the employee has
exhausted his vacation.
Highway Department employees may take up to two weeks of vacation in one day'
increments over the course of the year. The two weeks of vacation being utilized one day at a
time is not in addition to any other vacation time. This vacation will be granted on a first come.
basis. It will only be granted to any employee who has requested the vacation in writing 48 hours
in advance. On.e-day vacation time may not be used in conjunction with personal days. One-day
vacation units may not be used more than one day at anyone time. If in the event that an
, employee has a five-day vacation already scheduled .but before that vacation'weekjs'takeD;.the..:. .:
employee has taken a vacation day on a one day basis thus leaving the employee with. only four
(4) days of available vacation, the.employee will take his vacation Monday through'.ThutSday,and
will report to work for work on Friday. Ifin.theTeventthat an employee.hasCl:five~ay,vacation~' .
already scheduled but before that-vacation week is taken, the employee has taken more than one.
vacation day on a one day basis thus leaving the employee with less than four (4) days of
available vacation, the employee will take his vacation commencing on Monday until his
.
vacation is completed and will report to work for work on the next workday whether it be
Thursday, Wednesday,. etc.
Section 7.4 - ILLNESS PRIOR TO VACATION
If an employee becomes ill, is injured; or an emergency occurs to him or his
immediate family prior to the employee taking his scheduled vacation, the employee shall be
allowed to cancel his vacation. It shall, however, be understood that the employee must select
another vacation period from among those weeks remaining in the fiscal year in which the
employee was to use his accumulated vacation that are not already scheduled as vacation time off
by the maximum number of employees allowed to take vacation during a work week(s). If the
employee is denied his choice of vacation because of the needs of the employer, because of the
aforementioned internal rule or other rule promulgated by the Department of Highways or
Department of Buildings and Grounds or because the empioyee does not return to work due to an
emergency, illness or injury which continues until he is unable to schedule his vacation in the
fiscal year in which be was supposed to use it, the Town shall pay the employee for all unused
vacation at his then current rate of pay on the last pay day of the fiscal year in which he was to
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have taken his vacation. Any employee who was able to reschedule his vacation and does not
reschedule it will lose his vacation accrual at the end of the fiscal year in which he was to have
used it.
Section 7.5 - VACATION UPON SEPARATION
All employees, who are separated ITomemployment and who have accrued
vacation to their credit at the time of separation, shall be paid the salary equivalent to the accrued
vacation. -
In the event that an employee covered by this Agreement dies during the term of
this Agreement, the employee's accrued vacation benefits, if any,_shallbe paid in the salary _
equivalent as follows:
(a) If said employee leaves a widow or widower then to such widow or
widower.
(b) If no such widow or widower survives and said employee leaves: a minor
child or minor children (including adopted children)~-then"t()thecguardian of such mmor.child or".;"-"-_
children.
-
- --
.:
"
. .
~~ i":.. '; '~i . \ . ':
_ (c) If no. such widow, _widoweror minor child-or:children~1}1t.'I1;:lo5.th~~j:~.~<':Jji::<.>_. .:. i"_:.~' :.~:'~';::--
sUlviving parent or parents7.i[ any, of such empioyee. - , -
"
. -
'.
(d):.
employee's'estate. .
,..,:.",..-':.'.. -. J"; ;-,.:.,'.'.~~.;~~.
If none of the aforementioned survive1:he-enlployee,;,thencto"th~:.:,?:;ic~;: »i,::~;:;>:- ,:'1.
.'
.."
Section"7.6 - HOLIDAYS DURING VACATION
If a holiday(s) falls within the vacation period of any employee covered under this
contract except employees of tile Building and Grounds Department, the Town shall pay the -
employee an extra day's pay for each holiday falling within such vacation period. -
Ifa holiday(s) falls within the vacation period of an employe~ of the Buildings
and Grounc!s Department, the employee shall be allowed to extend his vacaticn period by the
number of holidays within such period or, at his option, the vacation accruals of the employee
shall only be reduced by the number of work days which are not considered holidays that fall
within the designated vacation period of the employee.
.,
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ARTICLE 8. -LONGEVITY
Section 8.1 - LONGEVITY PAY
Each employee covered under this contract shall receive a lump sum longevity
payment each year, by separate check, on his anniversary d~te of hire in accordance with the
following schedule: '
, ,
YEARS OF SERVICE LONGEVITY PAYMENT
After five (5) years
After ten (10) years
After fifteen (15) years
After twenty (20) years
$ 600,00 per year
$ 650~00 per year
$ 800.00 per year
$1,000.00 per year
"
ARTICLE 9. - SICK LEAVE
Section 9.1 - SICK LEAVE ACCUMULATIONS
Each employee shall be allowed sick time allowance for. personal Ulness of one
and one-half (1, 1/2) days per month, which,may be accumulated to a maximum of two ,hundred :
seventy (270) days.
'
'
Section 9..2- PROOF OF ILLNESS
Before-absence for illness'may be charged ag,~instaccumulated sick-leave, the
Town at the discretion of the Department Head, may require proof of illness in the form.of a
doctor's certificate'containing a statement that the employee~is unable to perform his duties.
After three (3) wOI:kdaysof continuous absence due to illness, the Town may require a doctor's
certificate.
'
Section 9.3 - MEDICAL EXAMJNATION
The Board may at any time require the employee to be examined at the expense of
the Town, by a physician designated by the Board.
Se~tion 9.4 - SICK LEAVE ABUSE
Any employee known to be or whose records indicate to be abusing his sick leave,
may be required to bring a doctor's certificate verifying such sickness for the first day of absence.
The Department Head must notify such employee of his intention to enforce this section of the
contract. In addition, if the proper verification is not given or abuse is observed, any absence
may be charged as a leave without pay and/or may constitute cause for discipline,
12
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Section 9.5 - NOTICE OF ABSENCE
Employee shall notify their appropriate Department Head, Supelvisor or Working
Crew Chief of their unavailability to work due to illness as soon as they are aware they will be
required to be absent.
Notice shall be provided at least one (1)hour prior to the regular starting time of
the employee's work shift if on the first and second shift and at least one and one-half (1 1/2)
hours prior to the third 'shifts. The Town shall make available to the employees the residence
phone numbers of the appropriate Department Head, Supervisor or Working Crew Chief to
whom notification should be made, no matter what time the notice has to be made. If an
employee fails to give the aforementioned notice, then the employee shall not receive a sick time
entitlement for that absence. The employee's appropriate Department Head may excuse the lack'
of notice but only for good cause shown.
Section g.6 - MEDICAL CERTIFICATION
After more than five (5}consecutive workdays of illness a medical certificate will',
be required before. the employee may return-to workand before the employee can qualify for the' ,
sick leave or worker's compensation provisions of this contract.
Section,9~7 - PERSONAL USE OF SICKLEAVE"
---..
Sick leave is to be used only for personal illness;;physician's\>isit; hospitaLor
other mooicaltreatment of employee.
. : ....
Section 9.8 - ELIGffiILITY
An employee must work a minimum of three (3) months in order to be eligible to
take sick leave. At the expiration of the first three (3) months of an employee's employment, he
shall be deemed to have accumulated sick leave for the first three (3) months at the rate of a day
and one-half (1 li2) per month.
See,tion 9.9 - WORKERS' COMPENSATION OR SICK BANK
A full leave credit or unit is given only when an employee has been at work for at
least fifteen (15) work days of a month or has been absent from work on approved paid leave
time. An employee who has not worked an entire calendar month as a result of being on
WOIkers' Compensation leave or Sick Bank leave will not accumulate additional sick leave for
that calendar month. Sick leave including sick bank leave set forth in Article 10 may not be used
for an absence due to work related injury for which compensation is provided under the Workers
Compensation Act.
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ARTICLE 10. -SICK BANK
Section 10.1 - ELIGffiILITY
In the event an employee has been on sick leave (paid or unpaid) for more than
thirty (30) continuous days and has exhausted all' of his sick leave credit, vacation and personal
leave days, he may then apply for further sick leave trom the sick bank created herein, providing
he is a member of said sick bank.
Section 10.2 - CREATION
A sick leave bank will be established effective January 1, 1977. Said sick leave
bank shall be created in the following fashion:
(a) An employee must, in order to join the sick leave bank, contribute two (2)
sick leave days trom their current accumulated sick leave beginning January 1, 1977.
(b) The Town Board will contribute one (1) sick leave day for each employee
who joins the sick bank during the year 1977.
(c) Every year thereafter a member of the sick bank must contribute one (1)-sick
leave day between January 1 and January 31, in order to continue'asa'participant;n the"Sick.
leave bank.
.
(d) Contribution to the sick bank (except forcontributionsfi-omncwparticipants'
in the sick bank) shall be suspended in any year that the:.total accumulated number of sick days in
the sick bank exceeds five hundred (500) sick days. Contributions will be reswned at anytime
that the. accumulated total number of sick days in the sick bank falls below. five hundred (500)
sick days. .
(e) If at any time the accumulated total number of sick days in the sick bank falls
below the accumulated value of two hundred fifty (250) sick days, the Town shall contribute
sufficient days to bring the total number of accumulated sick days up to two hundred fifty (250)
accumulated sick days.
Section 10.3 - PURPOSE
The establishment of said sick leave bank is to aid the employees who suffer a
prolonged illness and whose regular sick leave, vacation and personal leave days have been
exhausted and is to be administered in that fashion and the provisions contained herein shall be
interpreted to benefit the employees designed to be protected.
14
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Section 10.4 - OUALIFICATIONS
To be a member, an employee must be a current contributor to the sick leave bank
in accordance with the terms noted above. Contributions are to be made annually in writing
between January I and January 31 in each year. An employee entering the bank after January
1977, other than a new employee (covered by Section 10.6 below) must match an initial
member's total contribution of days in the year that said employee joins the sick leave bank.
Section 10.5 - LIMITATIONS
An employee may be permitted, on written application to the ad hoc committee
with adequate substantiation, to draw up to thirty (.10)working days against the sIck leave bank
after their own sick leave days accumulation, vacation and personal leave days have been
exhausted in accordance with Section 10.1 herein because of an illness of a prolonged nature.
An employee may be permitted to draw up to a maximum of one hundred and fifty (150) working
days against the sick leave bank upon adequate medical substantiation that the employee is; and
will be, unable to work and upon adequate medical substantiation that there is a reasonable
medical expectation that the employee will be able to return to his employment with the Town 0["....
\-VestSeneca within one hundred and fifty (150) working days from the date of the employee's
first application for sick leave bank benefits..
SectiCJn'10.6 - MEMBERSHIP
-.---
One.(1) full year of employment ~iJ1 be'rcquin~d for membersml> in'the::sicki.eave '
bank and in order to join, a new member must jnitiaHy.c(Jntribute.:i.wo(2).sic.k.reave.~rlays.::,""":' .
Section 10.7 - APPLICATIONS
All applications for extended sick leave from the sick leave bank must be filed
with the sick leave bank committee who shall render their decision. The sick leave bank
committee, when convened, will consist of the Highway Superintendent or his designee from
amongst the Town Board and the President of the employee bargaining unit or his designee. In
the event that the sick leave bank committee cannot agree on a determination, the application for
extended sick leave, then and in that event, the members of the sick leave (:ommittee shall select
a third person in accordance with the procedure for the selection of an arbitrator as provid.::din
the Grievance Procedure in the contract provisions herein. The decision of the sick leave bank
committee or in the event the selection of a third party pursuant to the provisions herein, will be
final and binding upon the parties.
Requests for sick kave benefits not in conformance with the criteria established in
Section 10.5 or which requests sick leave benefits in excess of one hundred and fifty (150)
working days, will not be subject to the third party review procedure contained in this section but
shaH only be granted if the sick leave bank committee unanimously approves sick leave bank
benefits. If unanimous agreement is not reached as herein above described, there will be no sick
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leave bank benefits granted, and such denial of sick leave bank benefits shall be final and binding
and not subject to the third party review procedure.
Section 10.8 - ACCOUNTING
The Supervisor of the Town of West Seneca will provide the President of the
bargaining unit with an accounting ofthe number of days in the sick leave bank in writing, on or
about February 15, of e,achyear.
Section 10.9 - ABOLISHMENT
In the event the sick bank should be abolished, all sick leave days remaining in
such bank shall be divided equally among those employees who are participants in the bank on
the date the abolishment occurs.
ARTICLE" n. - SICK LEAVE UPON RETIREMENT
Section 11.1 - CONVERSION ONE YEAR BEFORE
One (l)year prior to retirement, each employee may convert pis accumulated sick.
leave days into.value.by written application signifYinghis intentiorttoretire,on a form provided .
by the Town: . . . . ;',. '-:-. :.; .,' .
. .
, . .
. . ~ f"
Section 11:2":' PROCEDURE
.
'
.
..-,"\,
"".
".:
-
"
~ . .
. .
Upon receipt of such notification, th~ Board will convert such accumulated sick.
leave into value by.taking the actual cash value of the accumulated sick day and multiplying by
the rate. of fifty (5.0)percent. The resulting sum shall be paid to the employee at the-employee's
option exercised in writing in accordance with the following:
(a) The sum shall be paid to the employee as part of his final year's average salary
by dividing the sum by the number of pay periods so as to allow for equal distribution over the
employee's last year of employment or;
(b) The sum shall be paid to the employee on the date of retirement.
Section 11.3 - SICK DAYS REI AINED
In determining the number of days which an employee must convert into value,
each employee may retain thirty (30) days of sick leave for use in the last year of his
employment.
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Section 11.4 - SICK LEAVE ABUSE WARNING
The employees are specifically put on notice that any extended sick leave in the
final year of employment shall result in the enforcement of Article 9, Sick Leave Section 9.6,
wherein an employee is required after five (5) consecutive work days of illness to provide
medical certification before any payment will be made pursuant to the protection of the Sick
Leave clause. The parties to this Agreement, to wit; the Town of West Seneca and CSEA,
mutually urge the employees to make the necessary election pursuant to Section 11.1 or, in the
event the employee fails to make the election one (I) year in advance, then said election shall be
made pursuant to Section 11.5.
Section 11.5 ..NOTICE LESS THAN ONE YEAR
If any employee shall notify the Town Board of his intentions to retire and such
notice shall be less than one (1) year prior to the date of retirement, the Town Board shall convert
an employee's accumulated sick leave days-into value in accordance with the following formula:
(a) If the notice exceeds six (6) months, the conversion shall be made in
accordance with Section 11..2, paragraph.{a).
(h) If the notice shall be for a period of six (6) monthsodess, the,employee's..':'
accumulated: sick leave shall be converted into .value inaccordance.with:SeCti01l'lt:2;~1>aragnlph.. .:., '.':
~). .
ARTICLE 12~-j:MERGE~CY LEAVE~PERSONAL . ~ .r"';... .
Section 12.1 - ACCRUAL
After one (1) year of continuous service, each employee shall be granted leave'
without loss of pay for not more than three (3) days in any calendar year which shall be
non-cumulative for emergency business of such nature that it cannot be conducted at a time-other
than such employee's regularly scheduled working hours. All personal leave days shall be used in
units of not less than one-half (112) day.
Section 12.2 - APPLICATION
Application for such leave tor emergency business shall be submitted to the
Department Head in writing at least two (2) working days prior to the requested absence. This
requirement may be waived.
Section 12.3 -UNUSED PERSONAL LEAVE
All unused personal leave shall be added to the employee's accumulated sick
leave.
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Section 12.4 - EMERGENCY LEAVE AND HOLIDAYS
Applications for emergency leave, for business of such a nature that it cannot be
conducted at a time other than such employee's regularly scheduled working hours, before or
after a holiday, shall be submitted directly to the Department Head. Applications for this leave
shall be in writing and shall contain the general teason for the request for the emergency leave.
Employees, who have requested emergency leave before or after a holiday and who have been
granted said leave, sha}l, on the employee's next actual day of work, provide written verification
from an independent source that the emergency leave day before or after the holiday had in fact
been utilized for the general purpose described in the employee's application for such leave. For
example, a note from an attorney on the attorney's stationery, indicating that an appointment was
kept with the attorney on the emergency leave day will suffice. Both the application and the
proof of compliance shall be submitted directly to the Department Head. All said applications
and accompanying proof shall be maintained as a confidential file in the employee's personal
files. If at any time the Town fails to enforce any portion of this provision, that failure to enforce
shall not be construed as a waiver of the Town's right to enforce-this provision in other situations
and shall not be construed or used as a past practice waiving this provision. Once the personal
Ip.aveday:is authorized, it will not be rescinded unless a departmental emergency has been
declared.
ARTICLE 13. - DEATH IN THE FAMILY
Section 13.1 -BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
.
.
. ~ .
Each employee shall be granted leavewithouUcss ofpay:nono-exc,eed.t.hree-(3)_\<:'.->
consecutive calendar days, including the day of the funeral, because of a death in his immediate: -
faffiily. The employee shall be paid for any regularly scheduled working hours during:such three
(3) calendar day period. If the "Day of the Funeral" is-a Saturday or Sunday, the emplo.yee shall
receive an additional Bereavement Day.
,,-
Section 13.2 - IMMEDIATE FAMILY DEFINED
Immediate family for the purpose of Section 13.1 shall be deemed to include
husband, wife, son, daughter, mother, father, brother, sister, grandfather, grandmother,
grandchild, father- in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law,
sister-in-law, or any relative permanently residing in the personal household in which the
employee permanently resides.
Section 13.3 - TERMINATION OF LEAVE
Such leave for a death in the immediate family is intended to permit the employee
time off for the purpose of handling necessary arrangements and to attend the funeral. The leave
shall terminate at the close of the day of the funeral. If the funeral is not attended by the
employee no such leave shall be authorized.
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Section 13.4 - EXTENSIONS
Such leave for a death in the immediate family may be extended to five (5)
consecutive calendar days at the discretion of the Department Head under circumstances where
the additional time is needed to attend the funeral.
ARTICLE 14. - GENERAL LEAVE
(a) Employees with at least one year of continuous service with the
Town and request a leave of absence without payor benefits from the Town Board which shall
be granted for the following reasons:
i. education which is directly related to the employee's job;
11. immediate family illness or death;
111. employment with the Town or other governmental entity.
In addition, a leave may be granted for other good and suffiCient
reason which. is acceptable to the Town Board within its sole and exclusive discretion.
. (b) . Sudfrequest shallbe in writingsetting)forth the.specific~period'of. .;',', :.,',
. time:requeRted:(notto.exce.ed one year except"as.provj.ded below),.3.Ihhfre,Teac;ons.theiefore.. ::';""."
":'
"
',.'
(c). Leaves granted for employment with a;goveminental:ehtity..other',: .:. , . ',::"':
than the TowTishall be for.the l.furation, of the current term ofofficeoft\}e:elccted~o,ffi.ciaLwho;is. :':' '....
most directly responsible for the position'to be held by.theemplllyee or, if the 'employee assumes' .~:,.:. , '.
an,elected'office, fO,{theinitial tenn of that office only~
For employment with the Town, the period shall not exceed one
year but may upon written application, be extended up to one year at a time within the sole and
exclusive discretion of the-Town Board.
(d) The period of leave absence shall not be considered as time worked
or as service with the Town within the meaning of aJ1YI)f the other provisions of this Agreement.
(e) Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993.
It is agreed that nothing in this Agreement shall, in any way or to
any extent, interfere with or prevent the Employer from fully complying with all of the provisions
of the Family Medial Leave Act of 1993, as may be amended from time to time ("Family and
Medical Leave Act"). Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the I:ontrary. to the extent
that any of the tenns and conditions of this Agreement are inconsistent in any situation with the
rights ofan employee under the Family and Medical Leave Act or the obligations or rights of the
employer under the Family and Medical Leave Act, such tenns and conditions of this Agreement
shall be deemed modified in that particular situation to pennit full compliance with the full
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exercise of the employee's and the Employer's rights under the Family and Medical Leave Act.
The time period of any leave of absence, paid or unpaid granted or otherwise called for by this
Agreement, which is of a compatible nature with leaves called for by the Family and Medical
Leave Act, shall be considered included within (run concurrent with) the time period for any
leave required by the Family and Medical Leave Act. (The Family and Medical Leave Act shall
be considered as a part of this Agreement, as if fully set forth in this Agreement and shall be
interpreted in any arbitration under this Agreement in a manner consistent with the decisions of
the courts interpreting ~heFamily and Medical Leave Act.)
(f) Employees on leave of absence as of the signing of this Agreement
are exempt from the terms of this Article (paragraphs (a) through (d).
(g) Military Leave.
Employees in the uniformed services of the United States of
America shall be provided with leave in accordancewith applicable state and federal laws. . '.
Continuation of benefits, reinstatement, and seniority rights shall be governed by the Uniformed
Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act.
Employees shall be paid for the first twenty-two (22) days.of
ordered military duty in any calendar year pursuant to Article XI of the.NewY ork State.MiJitary
Law....
ARTICLE 15. - HEALTH AND WELFARE
'..
Section 15.1 - DESCRIPTION OF COVERAGE'
The Town shall continue to provide health insurance coverage under Blue Cross
and Blue Shield Traditional Plan with Rider 21 and Riders for Cosmetic Surgery and Out-of-
Area Coverage for all active full-time employees. Additionally, the Town will provide all active
full-time employees with the Blue CrosslBlue Shield One Million ($1,000,000) Dollar Major
Medical Plan, with a $100.00 deductible for single coverage and a $200.00 deductible for family
coverage, and Blue Cross/Blue Shield Five Dollar ($5.00) co-pay prescription plan. The Town
shall pay one hundred percent (100%) of the cost of the above health program for all active full-
time employees covered under this contract who are hired prior to January 1, 1994. The Town
will also provide an HMO and/or Community Blue option at the employee's choice at no
additional cost to the Town in excess of the cost of the Blue Shield Plan. If the HMO or
Community Blue option is more, than the employee shall pick up the difference in the cost of
payroll deduction.
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Section 15.2 - EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER 1/1/94
All employees hired after January 1, 1994 but prior to January 1, 2001 shall be
responsible for paying ten percent (10%) of the cost of the Town-provided health insurance,
,J,
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whether single or family, including ten percent (10%) of any premium increases. (Employees
have the option of making premium contributions on a pre-tax basis.)
Section 15.3 - EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER 1/1/01
All employees hired on or after January 1, 2001 shall be responsible for paying
fifteen percent (15%) ofthe cost of the Town provided health insurance, whether single or
family, including fifteen percent (15%) of any premium increases. (Employees shall have the
option of making premIum contributions on a pre-tax basis.)
Section 15.4 - DUPLICATION OF COVERAGE
No employee will be allowed to have duplicate coverage under any plan offered
by the Town.
The Town will pay 25% of the annual premium to the employee who is eligible
for coverage under the Town plan, and who opts not to take such coverage or drop the coverage
for an entin~ coverage year. Payment shalf be made-by separate check around December 1st of
each contract year.
Section 15.5 - RETIREMENT
The Town shall provide for all employt:esretiring on Janua,ryl;:1979,:and-after, _
the same:Blue Cross and Blue Shield coverage-provided for-fUll-time employees-and, shall pay
eighty-five (85%) percent of the cost ofthe same. The foregoing shall apply to retirees who
retire after the age 0£55, except for employees who receiv.e New York State Disability
Retirement who have approved retirement after January 1;-1993. Such employees shall be--
eligible for such provided coverage commencing January 1, f994.
.!:.
.4':;"'.'-
.
","
,
Section 15.6 - ADMINISTRATION
The provisions of the group plan presently in force and any modification thereof
shall control the administration of said plan.
Section 15.7 - INSURANCE WHILE ON LEAVE
The Board shall allow an employee to cuntinue group medical insurance coverage
while on an authorized leave of absence. The employees wiJl pay full cost ofthe premium one
(I) month in advance.
Section 15.8 - AFTER RETIREMENT
The option of a retiree to participate in group medical insurance (Blue Cross and
Blue Shield/HMO or Community Blue) must be taken immediately upon retirement. The group
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plan will not be subject to reinstatement at a later date. Retirees, upon reaching the age of
sixty-five (65), must avail themselves of coverage under Medicare in lieu of full coverage under
Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Section 15.9 - SURVIVING SPOUSE OR DEPENDENTS
The surviving spouse and/or dependents (as defined by Blue Cross and Blue
Shield/HMO or Community Blue) shall be permitted to continue in the group health insurance
program provided by the Town to the Town employees at no cost to the Town in the same
manner as provided in Section 15.7 above for employees on leave of absence; to wit, the
individuals desiring to participate in the group health insurance shall remit the full cost ofthe
premium to the Town one (I) month in advance. In addition, the election to participate, shall be
made as soon as reasonable after the time that the survivors are granted the option contained
herein.
Section 15.10 - OPTICAL AND DENTAL COVERAGE
The'Town will-purchase the Employee Benefit Fund (family coverage at the
composite rate) Optical and Dental Plans at no cost to the employees.
ARTICLE 16. - JURY PAY
Section 16:1 .. JURY DUTY
'.
:,.'
A full-time employee whQ is summoned for jury. duty. sbaltbe:'excusedJromwork' :: _..:
for orily those days on which he reports ror actual jury duty~-' -
Section 16.2 - JURY DUTY PAY
An employee-shaUieceive for each day of such-service on which he otherwise
would have worked, the difference between the payment he receives for such service and his
regular compensation.
ARTICLE 17.- WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Section 17.1 - EMPLOYEES HIRED PRIOR TO NOVEMBER 1. 1985
A full-time employee, hired prior to November 1, 1985, who is absent due to an
injury in the course of his employment covered by Workers' Compensation, will receive his
regular pay and benefits from the Town. In such cases all benefits received from the Workers'
Compensation will be assigned to the Town. Upon termination of the payment of the Workers'
Compensation benefits, the Town shall cease such payments and benefits until the employee
returns to his regular employment.
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Section 17.2 - SICK LEAVE CHARGES
Time off for disability covered by Workers' Compensation shall not be charged
against an employee's sick leave or accumulated sick leave. However, in the event the disability
is for a period of one hundred twenty (120) continuous work days, the employee shall not accrue
additional personal leave or sick leave while said employee continues on Workers' Compensation
leave past the one hundred twenty-first (121st) work day.
Section 17.3 - EMPLOYEES HIRED ON OR AFTER NOVEMBER 1. 1985
An employee hired, on or after November 1, 1985, absent due to injury in the
course of employment shall receive Workers' Compensation benefits in accordance with the
provisions of the Workers' Compensation law only.
Section 17.4 - COMPENSATION HEARINGS
Prior to an employee attending and-after~attendirig a Workers' Compensation
hearing~or Workers' Compensation medicaLexamination, when the employee would otherwise
have b~en,at work, the employee shall report to his or her work pl""ce.
Section 17.5 -NO ADDITIONAL PAY
During the period while an employee is a recipient of Worker's Compensation~-.
benefits or.Sick Bank leave benefits. said employee shall not re-ceive:any:additionaLpay~for . :': ,.:- ,'.
holidays', sick leave or vacation. - - -
Section 17.6 - SECTION 71 TERMINATION
It is further agreed and understood that should an employee be terminated ITom
the payroll pursuant to Section 71 of the New York State Civil Service Law, such employee shall
be allowed to continue, at the employee's own expense, the Town's group medical insurance
coverage. The employee must pay the full cost ofthe monthly premium one (1) month in
advance to continue eligibility. Further, such eligibility shan cease upon termination of any
return rights under Section 71 of the New York State Civil Service Law or commencement of
any other employment.
ARTICLE 18. - RETIREMENT
Section 18.1 - TWENTY-YEAR RETIREMENT
The West Seneca Town Board shall continue to provide the Twenty (20) Year
Career Retirement Plan (Section 75i) and Section 41 (j) and Section 60 (b) as set forth in the
New York State Retirement and Social Security Law for each employee covered under this
contract.
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ARTICl,E 19. - RESIDENCY
Section 19.1 - RESIDENCY
After fifteen (15) years of service, a Town employee may reside outside the
TO\vnship.
ARTICLE 20. - SENIORITY
Section 20.1 - SENIORITY DEFINED
Seniority means the date an employee was first hired on a continuous basis with
the Town. CETA time will be considered continuous service.
However, seniority for purposes of filling vacancies and promotions shall be
determined on the basis of length of serVice within the department having the opening~ If
departmental seniorityis equal then overall seniority shall apply. For purposes of this Article, the
Town shall consist of a Buildings and Grounds Department and a Highway Department and a
department of all other Town.services. Employeeshired on or before December 31, 1984,shalF .:';
be deemed to have departmental seniority equivalent to their overall seniority. Within thirty {30.}: .,.. .
days of the execution of this l<\:greement,the Town will prepare.a new.seniority1ist:.which.win~~'.:'...';
credit alLex:1stingemployees. with their-total seniority.
.'
.
.
. ..
'.'
....
. .
Sectiou20:2H" PROBATIONARY PERIOD
'"
.
.~
Every appointment, permanent in character~'from an 0Rencompetitive list shaIlbe '.
for a probationary term of six (6) months. in accordance with the rules ofthe-Civil Service..
Commission. All promotions shall be probation31yfor six (6) months. Any employee.promoted. :' .
may during. his probationary period.voluntarily- request a return to his originafposition without
penalty.
Section 20.3 - CONTINUOUS SERVICE
An employee's continuous service record shall he broken by voluntary resignation,
discharge for just cause, or retirement or leave of absence. However, If an employee who has
resigned is reinstated to work in any capacity within one (1) year thereafter, the break in
continuous service 8hall be removed from his record.
Section 20.4 - LAYOFFS
In the event it becomes necessary to layoff employees for any reason, they shall be
laid off in the inverse order of their Seniority. Any provisional or temporary ~mployees will be
laid off by their length of continuous service since their last date of hire.
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Section 20.5 - ABOLISHMENT OF POSITION
Where, because of economics, consolidation or abolition of functions, curtailment
of activities or otherwise, positions are abolished or reduced in rank or salary grade, suspension
or demotion, as the case may be, among incumbents holding the same or similar jobs, shall be
made in the inverse order of original appointment on a permanent basis.
Section 20.6 - RECALL
(a) Employee shall be recalled ITomlayoff according to their seniority. No new
employees hired upon an annual basis shall be hired until all employees on the layoff status
desiring to return to work shall have been recalled, provided that such employees on a layoff
status are capable of returning to work.
(b) The Town will notify the laid off employee by registered mail, at his last
known address, that he has..been offered recalhn line with his continuous service. If the
employee fails to report for work by the tenth (10th) working day ITomdateofmaiiing oIthe
notice.of recall, he shall be considered a "quit".
Section 20.7 -PROMOTIONS. VACANCIES AND BUMPING
(a) The term promotion means the advancement of an employee..toahigher
paying position. 'The term vacancy does not include entry level positions; and-entry level. . .
positions are not subjcctto any of the procedures contained in this Article. ..TheTown;,however,' ..'
will consider transfer requests, when an opening occurs in an entry leveLposition, hut.the:final"
detennination as to whether or not a transfer request will be honored willbesolely"inthe .
discretion ofthe Town Supervisor.
. .
,
(b) In case of promotion or whenever a job classification, opening or a vacancy
occurs, other than temporary,. the position shall be filled in accordance with Civil Service rules of
procedure;and selections shall be made ITomthe appropriate Civil Ser/ice list until the list of
names is exhausted.
(c) Should a new position or vacancy occur which cannot be fiHed by reason of
the absence of an appropriate Civil Service list, then, in such case, an appropriate notice of the
said opening shall be posted on all bulletin boards for a period of ten (10) working days, stating
the job title, pay rate and necessary qualification for the job.
(d) An employee may apply, in writing, for such position and submit such
application to his department Head, except for the titles stated below in (f).
(e) Except for the titles listed in paragraph (f) below, the position shall be fined
by the Department Head within thirty (30) days ITomthe date the new classification or vacancy
occurs ITomamong employees who have made such application and who are qualified, except
that where more than one (I) employee qualifies for the same position, seniority wilJ be the
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detennining factor in making the selection. Where the competing employees are of equal
seniority, the employee with the longest service within the department shall be appointed. All
promotions shall be probationary for six (6) months. Any employee promoted may during his
probationary period voluntarily request a return to his original position without penalty.
(f) Not\vithstanding the above, iri filling the following positions -Working Crew
Chief Highways, Auto Mechanic Crew Chief, General Crew Chief, Parks Crew Chief and Parks
General Crew Chief, such positions shall be filled by the Department Head within thirty (30)
days from the date the vacancy occurs among the five (5) most senior qualified applicants (for
the positions of Parks Crew Chief and Parks General Crew Chief among the three (3) most senior
qualified applicants) who bid and are willing to accept the position if offered. Where Town
Seniority is equal departmental seniority shall govern. All promotions shall be probationary for
six (6) months. Any employee promoted may during his probationary period voluntarily request
a return to his original position without penalty.
(g) . When an employeeis laid otTdue to a r.eductionin the work.force, the
employee shall be pennitted to exercise the employee's seniority rights to bump within the
department; i.e., to replace an employee with less departmental.seniority. Such employee may,jf
the employee so desires, replace any employee in the same job classification 'Nithin the same'
department, provided that the employee..has greater departmental seniority than the employee
within the department whom the employee replaces.
When necessary to reduce the work forcepursuanLtoanyof1.he provisions ()f;tbis .
Article, the employee with the least departmental seniority shall be laid off. The affected..' :." .-
employee may displace the least senior employee holding a job and job title 'in another "'>',' ..:. '.
department which the affected employee previously held if the affected employee has more
departme!ltal seniority in the other department than the employee to be bumped.
(h) In the event that an employee is promoted from one group to another on-'
the salary schedule,'the employee shall be placed on the same step that the employee was on in
the old gronp prior to the promotion;
Section 20.8 - BEST EFFORTS CLAUSE
The Board will utilize its best efforts to make all job assignments according to
seniority in order that the more desirable assignments will be assigned to the employees with the
most seniority. However, the Board will take into account the safety and experience of the
employees and the Town's responsibility to the citizens to accomplish the mission of the
Department. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed to create a legal obligation upon the
employer to post jobs on a daily basis, nor shall said clause be construed to provide a legal
obligation on the part of the employer to assign men on the basis "fbids or daily bids for the job.
This clause shall be construed solely to mean that the employer has a moral obligation to assign
men, whenever possible, so that the most senior men obtain the more desirous jobs.
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Section 20.9 - DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
In lieu of coverage under Section 75 and Section 76 of the New York State Civil
Service Law the following procedure will be followed:
If the Town detennines that an employee shall be disciplined, such employee may
be disciplined depending upon the circumstances of each case, for just cause. An employet::shall
not be disciplined or discharged for acts which occurred more than one (I) year prior to the notice
of discipline or discharge unless said acts of misconduct or incompetency would constitute a
crime pursuant to the Laws ofthe State of New York. Furthennore, the Town shall not take into
account any disciplinary action against the employee which occurred more than three (3) years
prior to the date ofthe discipline. At the time the action is taken, the employee may request the
presence of an appropriate Union representative ifhe so desires.
If an employee who has been disciplined or discharged considers such action to be
unjust; he or she shall file a grievance, signed by the employee, within fifteen (15) work days,
exclusive of the da.tedisciplinary action was taken, with the Town Supervisor. Such gri~vance
shall be in writing, signed by the employee.and shall.set forth the reasons for contesting the
discipline and any mitigating circumstances. ,Such grievance shall be treated as a step three (3)
grievance as s,et forth in the grievance procedure and shall be reviewed at the next scheduled 'step: ..-
three (3).grievance meeting between the parties. If the decision at thethird,step is ,wlaceeptable,, . ,
,the employe".:,through the Union, may utilize the arbitration:procedure .as,plovidedjjithis
Agreement.' ..
Failure to file a grievance within:.the time frame here and abov~'specified'or
"
timely appeal to arbitration shall constitute acceptance cfthe disciplinary penalty and then'settle
'
the marter with prejudice in its entirety.
Section 20.10'- HIGHWAY LABORERS
Highway laborers shall be appointed by the Superintendent of Highways from the
Sanitation personnel. Ifa vacancy occurs in the Highway Department, the Town will post the
vacancy in the Sanitation Department. The Town may then select anyone of the three highest
bidders from the Sanitation personnel. Highest is to be detennined by seniority in the Sanitation
Department. This process shall be repeated for each vacancy.
ARTICLE 21. - NOTICES AND VISITATION
Section 21.1 - POSTING NOTICES
The CSEA shall have the right to post notices and communications on the bulletin
boards maintained on the premises and facilities of the Town.
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Section 21.2 -VISITATION
The representatives of CSEA shall have the right to visit by appointment with the
Department Head, the premises and facilities of the Town for the purpose of adjusting grievances
and administering the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
Section 21.3 - UNION LEAVE
The Town shall allow the President or his designee eight (8) days off without loss
of payor benefits to attend Union meetings and conventions.
ARTICI,E 22. - MAINTENANCE OF BENEFITS
Section 22.1 - MAINTENANCE OF BENEFITS
All conditions or-provisions now in effect which are not specificalIy"provided for
in this agreement Ofwhich have not been replaced by provisions of this agreement shall remain
in effect for the duration of this agreement, unless.mutuaHy agreed otherwise between the Town
and the Union.
-, .:..
'.
.-. ~:
ARTICLE 23. -MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
-
.
Section 23. L- MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
--
. Except as expressly limited by other provisionsof.this Agreemer:.t,'all of the , ...
authority, rights and responsibilities possessed by the Board are retained by it~including, but not. .
limited. to, the' right to determine the facilities, methods, means and number of personnel reqlured
to conduct Board programs; to administer the examination, selection, recruitment, hiring,
appraisal, training, retention, promotion, assignment or transfer of employees, pursuant to law; to
direct, deploy and utilize the work force; to establIsh specifications for each class or position and
to classify or reclassify and to allocate and reallocate new or existing employees in accordance
with law; and to discipline or discharge employees in accordance with law and the provision of
this Agreement. The Hsting of the rights of management in this Article is not intended to be or
shall it be considered restrictive of or as a waiver of any of the right of the Board not listed
herein. Such inherent management responsibility shall remain exclusively with the Board, except
as they may be shared with the CSEA by specific provisions of this Agreement.
,.
"
Section 23.2 - SUBCONTRACTING
The Employer agrees that it will not subcontract any work or services (other than
sanitation work as limited by this Agreemem in Appendix A §] .2) covered IjI)der the terms of
this Agreement except as herein provided:
(a) in the event that the employer desires to subcontract any such work or
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service, it shall:
(1) Give the Union notice in writing of its intent to subcontract;
(2) Bargain with the Union on its decision to subcontract and the
effects upon the employees of the decision;
(3) Subcontracting during the term of this agreement will not result in
any employee being laid off.
The Employer agrees that it will not subcontract any of the following work in the
HighwayDepartment subject to the Town having existing equipment being capable of .
performing the necessary task; and in the event that it does not have the existing equipment, the
subcontracting will be limited to the rental or lease of the necessary equipment, together with
sufficient operators of the rented or leased equipment:
(a)
(b)
. (c)
(d)
(e;
(f)
DI repairs;
Drainage tiles;
Tree triiriining, except for large-trees;
Sidewalk repairs; . .
.'
.
Hauling stockpiles, except when,stockpiles'are,purchased at-.aidelh'eroo':
pnce; ',,'. ,":, . '.' ;.' .',
Snow removal, except during emergencies.
: '.-: '~ ;.
.-. .":
.
.
"
.r.
~ ..
.'...
". ':.
The Town further. agrees the Highway Department shall-consistofmiirimum:,- ",::':/,.... :'."':,
staffing asfollows: . . .
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
,
.
Auto Mechanic Crew Chief
Auto Mechanics
Sewer Maintenance MEO
Highway MEO
Highway HEO
General Crew Chief
Working Crew Chiefs
Laborers
Caretaker
1
4
3
19
8
2
4
18
2
The Town of West Seneca maintains the right to subcontract road work. Highway
employees will be involved in road bui~ding.
The Town guarantees that it will not layoff any of its current employees so as to
reach the minimum staffing defined here in Section 23.2.
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ARTICLE 24. - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Section 24.1 - FILING LIMITS
Any grievance or dispute arising concerning the interpretation or application of
the tenns of this Agreement or the rights claimed to exist thereunder shall be processed in
accordance with the following procedure. No alleged grievance shall be entertained and shall be
deemed waived unless presented at the first available stage within thirty (30) days after the
aggrieved party knew or should have known of the act and conditions on which the alleged
grievance is based.
Section 24.2 - STEPS
Stage 1: The employee having a grievance will present such grievance
through a representative of the CSEA designated for such purpose. Such CSEA representative
will then informally discuss the grievance with the Head ofthe Department in which the
employee is employed.
Stage 2: lfthe grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at Stage 1, the Union,-.,
may present the grievance in writing to the Department Head within th:e (5) working days after
the infonnar conference at Stage 1. The DepartmentlIeau-shall render a dedsioninwriting..
"
within D,ye'(5}working days,thereafter and present rn'o!copies of, the. written.;deci sion:to:the' ~,'.' .',,:' ".',
Union.
Stagt:-3:' , If the grievance is'not aatisfactorily resolved,atStagc"2,;:the:Uriion
may file an appeal in writing from the decision onlle DepartmentHead with the Town Board , ,
within five (5) working days after receiving the decisions at Stage 2. The Board, ilcting through
the Supervisor, shall hold a hearing on the grievance within ten (10) working days'after receipt of
such appear: The Board shall render a decision in writing withili ten (10) working daY3thereafter
and present two copies of the written decision to the CSEA representative.
Stage 4: If the grievance is not satisfactOlily resolved at Stage 3, the Union
may file a notice with the Board within ten (10) working days after receiving the decision at
Stage 3, which notice shall state its desire to submit the grievance to arbitration. Within ten (10)
working days after receipt of such notice, the Town and the Unj.on 8hall agree on a mutually
acceptable arbitrator and obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to serve. In the event of
disagreement as to the selection of an arbitrator a request for a list of arbitrators will be made to
the Public Employee Relations Board by either party. The selected arbitrator shall hear the matter
promptly and will issue his decision in writing within thirty (30) days from the date of the
hearing. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on all parties.
Section 24.3 - EXPENSES OF ARBITRATION
The cost for the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, ifar:y, shaH be
shared equally by the Town and CSEA. The arbitrator shall have the authority to apply the
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provisions of this agreement but he shall not have the authority to add to, amend, modify or
delete any of the provisions of said agreement.
Section 24.4 - TIME LIMITS
The failure of the CSEA or of the 'employee to take any of the action authorized
by this Article within the time limit therefor shall constitute a waiver ofthe right to proceed
further and shall terminate the proceeding.
In a concomitant manner if the Town or any of its agents and/or representatives
fail to answer a grievance(s) or hold a hearing or conference within the time limits for answering
the grievanc~ or holding the hearing or conference, the Union shall be allowed to move to the
next stage in the procedure contained in this Article 24.
Section 24.5 - EXTENSION OF TIME LIMITS
The time limits in the procedure may be extended by mutual agreement in writing.
Section 24.6 - BY-PASSING STEPS
Any step of the grievance procedure ,may be by-passed by mutual'agreementilll',:, ,
. writing;;,.. ,,", ..
Section 24.7 - EVIDENCE
- -
The arbitrator may,not consider any evidence or facts which have not been
previously discussed'between the parties unless otherwise agreed upon by the parties.
Section 24.8 -DAYS DEFINED
Forpurposes of definition days shall not include Saturdays, Sundays or holidays.
ARTICLE 25. - SALARIES
Section 25.1 - INCREASES
Effective January 1, 1998, each employee covered under the contract, except for
Sanitation Department employees, shall receive an increase to his 1997 wages of3.4%. Such
increase shall be incorporated into the 1997 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1, 1998
hourly rate (salary) schedule which shall be labeled Appendix B.
Effective January 1, 1999, each employee covered under the contract, except for
Sanitation Department employees, shall receive an increase to his 1998 wages of3.4%. Such
increase shall be incorporated into the 1998 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1, 1999
hourly rate (salary) schedule which shall be labeled Appendix C.
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Effective January I, 2000, each employee covered under this contract, except for
Sanitation Department employees, shall receive an increase to his July 1999 wages of3.4%.
Such increase shall be incorporated into the January 1999 hourly-rate schedule to form the
January I, 2000 hourly rate (salary) schedule which shall be labeled Appendix D.
Effective January 1,2001, each employee covered under this contract, except for
Sanitation Department employees, shall receive an increase to his 2000 wages of 3.4%. Such
increase shall be incorporated into the 2000 hourly rate schedule to form the January I, 200 I
hourly rate schedule which will be labeled Appendix E.
Effective January I, 2002, each employee covered under this contract, except for
.Sanit2.60n Department employees, shall receive an increase to his 2001 wages of3.0%. Such
increase shall be incorporated into the 200 I hourly rate schedule to form the January I, 2002
hourly rate schedule which will be labeled Appendix F.
Section. 25:2 - INCREMENTS
mcrement payments shaH.be made on January I, 1993, for all eligible employees
moving on an increment step. Thereafter all annual increment payments or step payments shall
be made on January 1st of each following year until the employee reaches themaximum'~
increment-step. Each employee hired on or after January.l,.L983,.shal1re(;eive,an'annU:aL.~, '~', .',
"
increment or. step on his anniversary. date in accordance with the' guidelines:for,the.lpaymentio:61r.:
,
.',:.:'.', .',,:'
increment~ as set forth in this Article. '.
'
Section 25.3 - MEAL ALLOWANCE.
A five donar.($5.00) meal allowance will be paid to all employees, who work
more than five (5) consecutive hours of overtime. Meal alJowance ",ill not be paid for over-time,
which is scheduled and for which the employee has received at least one (1) hour's notice. The
one (1) hour's notice clause shall not apply if the overtime is contiguous to an employee's regular
eighr(8) hour work shift.
Section 25.4 - SHOE ALLOWANCE
The Town of\Vest Seneca will allow all its employees covered by the bargaining
unit a seventy-five dollar ($75.00) per year shoe allotment upon submission of a paid receipt for
an approved shoe.
ARTICLE 26. - SNOW AND OTHER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
Section 26.1 - SNOW AND OTHER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
In the event that a snow or other emergency is declared and the general services of
the Town of West Seneca are closed, all employees covered under the bargaining unit who are
not required to report to work because of the emergency shall, if they desire, be allowed to report
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for duty and shall be provided work. Any employee in the latter category who does not desire to
work, or any employee who cannot reach his job site shall have the option of taking any accrued
leave time which he has available for use. Such leave shall include but not be limited to sick
leave, vacation and personal leave. The employee shall designate the type of leave to which the
day shall be charged. An employee who does not wish to use accrued leave or who does not
have accrued leave available for use shall not rec"eivepay for the day.
ARTICLE 27. - OUT OF TITLE WORK
Section 27.1 - OUT OF TITLE WORK
Each employee covered under this contract who is assigned out oftitle work for a
period of three (3) consecutive working days or more shall receive out of title pay for the
duration of the assignment in accordance with the following guidelines:
(a) Each employee-who is given a temporary assignment in a higher hourly rated
title shall be placed on the same step in the Group to which the higher-title has been previously
designated as the affected employee has achieved-in the title he pennanently encumbers.
(h) Each employee covered under this contract who is given a temporary
assignment to a title with a lower hourly rate of pay shall continue to be paid the rate"ofpay.he
receives for pertonning the duties in the higher hourly rated. title that he:pennanentl¥,~encumheIs. :," , ,
ARTICLE 28. -PERSONNEL FILES
Section 28':1 -'PERSONNEL Fll.ES
Each employee covered under this contract shall be given a copy of any material
which is to be placed in his personnel file. Such employee shall be allowed to'place a response
of reasonablelengtb, in his file with regard to any material which is to be or already has been
placed in the aforementioned file. An employee shall have the opportunity to review his
personnel'file in the presence of an appropriate Town official or management person within
twenty-four (24) hours of his request to inspect the file.
ARTICLE 29. - LOCKOUT
Section 29.1 - LOCKOUT
The Town and/or its agents and representatives agree not to lock out any and/or all
of the employees covered under this agreement.
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ARTICLE 30. -ILLEGALITY
Section 30.1 - ILLEGALITY
If any provision of this Agreement is or shall be at any time contrary to law, such
provision shall not be applicable, perfonned or enforced, except to the extent pennitted by law.
In the event that any provision of this Agreement is or shall at any time be contrary to law, all
other provisions of this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. Additionally, the
parties to this contract agree that they shall immediately meet to negotiate a replacement for any
provision which is found to be contrary to law.
ARTICLE 31. - MODIFI€ATION OF AGREEMENT
. .
Section 31.1 - MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT
This agreement may not be modified in whole or in part, except by an instrument,'
in writing, executeaby both parties. No departure ftomanyprovisions of this Agreementby .
either party, or their officers, agents or representatives or member shall be construed to constitute
a continuing waiver of the right to enforce anyprovisions. -
ARTICLE 32. -TERM OF AGREEMENT:
Section 32.1 - TER.1\1OF AGREEMENT .
".
. This Agreement shall be effective the :first day of January J 998;. and' continti.e:in' '::.
full force and effect until midnight, December 31: 2002, and shall continue in full force and'
effect thereafter until such time as.a subsequent agreement becomes effective. .
. ~
J ..~ :.:'
ARTICLE 33. -IMPLEMENTATION CLAUSE
Section 33-.1- IMPLEMENTATION CLAUSE
Except as otherwise set forth specifically in this Agreement, the-Town agrees that
all the economic tenns of this Agreement are effective retroactive to January I, 1998. The Town
agrees!o implement all the tenns and conditions ofthis agreement within sixty (60) days of the .
execution of this Agreement.
ARTICLE 34. - LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Section 34.1 - LEGISLATIVE ACTION
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION
OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERM1T ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT BY LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFORE. SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE U1\I'TILTHE APPROPRIATE
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LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN ITS APPROVAL.
THIS AGREEMENT constitutes the entire Agreement between the parties.
f"- IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunderset their hands and seals2L day of September, 1999. .
p&&ti!:AL-tj
Town of West sene~
~£~ichael Pinnavia
President - Local Unit
,
,
. Vincent Sicari
.'
CSEA Representativ(:'. ,
"
,-"
,'.
.
.:.:.:. ;". <.J:<,.
'-.
.
".
"
.
.,":
.
:.
.~~:.'
'. "-".'
. .::'.....
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APPENDIX A
TO
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN: -.
THE TOWN OF WEST SENECA
AND THE -
'.
__-CIVIL:SERVICE EMPLOYE}:S:ASSOCIATIONq;JN:~_:;,:~:__n
-
"
,- .
- LOCALIOO~A.F.S.C.M.E., A~li'.L. -'C~l..O.::'----
TOWN OF WEST SENECA BLUE COLLAR UNIT -
#815
January 1, 1998 to December 31, 2002
'}'Lj-.. ,.:,..,
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APPENDIX A
TO
WEST SENECA
BLUE COLLAR CONTRACT
.
~~
THIS AGREEMENT made this tt day of September, 1999 by and between
the Town of West Sen~ca by its Supervisor, Paul T. Clark (hereinafter referred to as the Board),
Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local 1000, A.F:.S.C.M.E., AFL-CIO, Town of West
Seneca Blue Collar Unit, Local #815, (hereinafter referred to as the CSEA).
WHEREAS, it is in the intent and purpose of the parties to set forth herein the
basic agreement covering wages and terms and conditions of employment for the Sanitation
Department to be observed between the parties.
THE PARTIES agree that all negotiable items have been discussed during the
negotiations leading to this agreemt::ntand, therefore, agree that negotiations will not be opened.
on any item.whether contained herein or not unless by mutual agreement, until a new contract is
to be.negotiated.
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually a.greed as follows:
ARTICLE
1.-UNIT RECOGNITION
,
..
Section 1.1 - UNIT RECOGNITION
The Board recognizes the CSEA as the sole and exclusive representative for the
'purposes of collective bargaining in respect to wages, hours and all the terms and conditions of
employment for all the employees of the Sanitation Department excluding therefrom Department
Heads, Elected .officials, all part-time- employees, temporary employees hired on a seasonal
basis, Superintendent of Sanitation Department, and all White Collar job classifications. Such
recognition shall extend to the maximum period allowed by law.
Section 1.2 - NEW DEPARTMENT
The Town will create a new department entitl<::d"Sanitation Department". The
Sanitation Department will have a Department Head and will not have a Working Crew Chief.
The Town may, in its discretion, subcontract sanitation work. If it does subcontract such work,
any Sanitation Department employee who is covered by this Agreement on its effective date and
who is displaced as a result of such contracting out, will be placed in the Highway or Parks
Department as a laborer without loss of seniority. Such employees shall be entitled to all of the
benefits ofthe laborers in such departments. In addition, these departments will have their
minimum nUInber of employees, as provided for in this Agreement with attachments. increased
by the number of Sanitation employees transferred to their Department as a result of
subcontracting out. Thereafter, such guaranteed work shall be reduced by attrition caused by
employee resignation, retirement, or termination for cause. But the minimum staffing number in
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the Highway Department shall not be reduced below the total nwnber of70 if the Town shall so
subcontract.
Section 1.3 - SANITATION REFERENCES
Any and all references to Sanitation, Sanitation Department or Sanitation Service
in the principal body of the Blue Collar Contract shall be deemed deleted and all of the contract
terms therein will only apply to the Highway Department employees and the Buildings and
Ground Department employees.
ARTICLE 2. - NON-DISCRIMINATION
(Same as ARTICLE 2. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 3. - DUES DEDUCTION AND AUTHORIZATIONS -AGENCY SHOP
(Same as ARTICLE 3. ofthe Agreement.)
ARTICLE 4. - WORKDAY. WORKWEEK AND OVERTIME
..Section 4. r - WORKDAY
. The regular workday'shall be eight (8) consccutive'hours.:'ex<;~pfforinteiruptioIlS"" . :
;... >fodunch:)?eriods, within a calendar (iayexcept as herein otherWise,prov1ded:..tAll.emplo¥ees: . \.:
.'
. ":-coverecLullder this contractshaUwork between 7 :00 .A.M~and '3:30'P:M?Monday,throu.glifFriday' .' ,"
'.'
with a one-half (l/2) hour lunch break each workday. . .
(a) An employee tardy from work from 1 to IC'minutes shall be docked 15
minutes pay.
(b) An employee tardy from 11 to 20 minutes shall be docked 30 minutes pay.
(c) An employee tardy from work from 21 to 30 minutes shall be docked 45
mmutes pay.
(d) Any employee more than 30 minutes tardy after his regular starting time
shall be considered absent without leave and shall not be paid for the day.
Section 4.2 - WORKWEEK AND LAG PAYROLL
The regular workweek for all employees shall not exceed forty (40) hours except
as herein otherwIse provided.
Employees will be paid on a bi-weekly basis on alternate Fridays, and-one week's
salary shall be held back from each employee.
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Section 4.3 - OVERTIME
All full-time employees shall receive overtime compensation at the rate of one
and one-half (1 1/2) times the regular rate of pay for work hours in excess of the hours of work
established in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Section 4.4 - HOLIDAY PREMIUMS
All Sanitation Department employees working on the holidays set forth in this
Appendix will be compensated at the rate of one and one-haJf (1 1/2) times his daily rate of pay
plus the holiday pay.
Section 4.5 - HOURS OF WORK DEFINED
, For purposes of the provisions of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 in computing overtime
liability "hours of work" shall be deemed to'mean hours actually worked-by the employees. Any
paid absence, except absence while on Workers' Compensation or SickLeave, shall be deemed to
be eight (8) hours of work. A paid holiday shall be deemed to be eight (8) hours of work.,
Absence for.Workers' Compensation hearing or medical treatment required for compensation
injuries shall be deemed to be hours of work.
Section 4.6 - Sl1NDA Y PAY
If a member is required to work overtime on a Sundayinexcess'ofthe:.houTS'of
work defmed"in Sections 4.1 and 4.2; it shall beat double his regular rate of pay.
,
"
, ,
.
".
Section 4.7 - CALL BACK PAY
Anyemploy~e called back to work outside of his regularly scheduled shift, shall
be paid for at leasttwo (2) hours work~ Such an employee may be required to remain at and
continue to perfonn his duties for at least two (2) hours.
Section 4.8 - OVERTIME CALLOUTS AND EMERGENCIES
Overtime work shall be offered to all employees, who are actually at work, first,
before any Call-In shall occur within the same job classification or department on a straight
seniority basis. The opportunity to work overtime shall be offered to the employees within the
job classification of the department involved on a straight seniority basis. Employees, who are
offered overtime work on this basis but who decline to accept, shall be considered to have
worked overtime for the purpose of determining distribution of overtime.
In the event that the employer is unable to obtain sufficient manpower by
employees voluntarily accepting overtime, then overtime shall be assigned on an involuntary
basis to the sanitation department employees, who are not on vacation (Monday-Sunday), in the
inverse order of their seniority by job classification.
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Where an employee has commenced ajob assignment in the course of his regular
shift, the employee will be permitted to complete the assignment although such employee may
need to work beyond the end of his normal shift on the day the assignment is commenced in
order to complete the work. This condition of employment shall be waived in instances where an
employee(s) does not desire to continue to work beyond the end of his normal work day. In such
case the Employer shall assign overtime work to'employees on the basis of seniority in
accordance with the other provisions of this Section.
Section 4.9 - OVERTJME APPROVAL
No overtime payments shall be made unless the overtime work has been
specifically ordered by the Department Head. In addition, no overtime work shall be ordered
unless there has been an appropriation of funds for that purpose. .
ARTICLE 5. -PRODUCTIVITY
(Same as ARTICLE 5. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 6. - PAID HOLIDAYS
Section 6.1 - PAID HOLIDAYS
"
All Sanitation Department-employees shalrbe;:erititIedJo"theftbllowil}g-pmd:
. .
. . .,' .
,,'" '.. .-..-.
....
holidays:"" ,r.'.
"
,
.
New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday'
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Independence Day'
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
It is agreed and understood that such paid holidays shall in no way change the
current work schedule or the employee obligations thereunder.
Section 6.2 - BEFORE AND AFTER HOLIDAYS
Any full-time employee, who fails to report for and perform his scheduled or
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assigned work on the last working day before a holiday or on the first work day following the
holiday, shall be ineligible to be paid for the unworked holiday, unless such a holiday falls within
a regular scheduled vacation period or unless the employee is off due to illness or injury, for
which he shall produce verification for said absence.
Section 6.3 - SPECIAL HOLIDAYS
Whenever special holidays are declared by the Town Board Resolution, such days
shall apply equally to all Town employees.
Section 6.4 - HOLIDAY PAY
Where an employee is required to work on a holiday that employee shall be paid
on the basis of one and one-half (1 1/2) times his or her regular rate of pay plus the holiday pay.
Any employee required to work on Christmas Day shall be paid on the basis of double time his or
her regular rate of pay plus his' or her regular holiday pay. There shall be no pyramiding of
overtime. .
ARTICLE 7. -VACATIONS
Section 7.1 - VACATION ENTITLEMENT
. A full-tiineemployee, who has completed the years of continuoUs. service:. ,
"
,
indicatedin:t~efollowing.table in any calendar year; shaH receivea-paid'.vacatioh..c~ri~sporidi,:lg"':' :, >'..'. ~..'
. to such, years of service as shown in the. following table:' . . '. .
YEARS OF SERVICE WEEKS OF VACATION
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
After completion of
r year
3 years
5 years
10 years
18 years
21 years
22 years
23 years
24 years
25 years
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
5 weeks
5 weeks and 1 day
5 we~ks and 2 days
5 weeks and 3 days
5 weeks and 4 days
6 weeks
An employee on Workers' Compensation or Sick Bank leave for an entire
calendar month shall have his or her vacation accrual for that year reduced by one-twelfth (1/12)
for each such calendar month absent.
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Section 7.2 - VACATION SCHEDULING
Each employee covered under this contract shall be allowed to select an initial
vacation period from the weeks available within a calendar year. The employee shall select his
vacation period between November I and December 15 of each year in accordance with the
procedure contained herein. The employee shall; then, be allowed to take the vacation he
selected in the calendar year following the year he selected such vacation. The Superintendent of
Sanitation or the Superyisors of other departments in which employees covered under this
contract work shall allow employees to select their vacation periods on the basis of seniority with
the most senior employee choosing his vacation period first. Following his selection, other
employees shall be allowed to choose weeks during which they desire to take vacation untit the
least senior employee has finally chosen the vacation weeks which have not been selected by
more senior employees.
When an employee initially selects his vacation, he may if he desires, select
alternate. weeks 'which are not available at the time he is involved in the vacation selection
process. If a week{s) become unencumbered because another employee( s) cancels his vacation
for such week(s), the vacation time shall be offered to the most seni~employees who expressed
a prefererice for the vacation'period should it become open. In order to allow-anotheL.
employee(s) to become eligible for a more preferred vacation period, the employee who is
withdrawing his bid for the vacation period mustnotify the Superinte1.ldentor Supervisor of .
another Department at least five (5) working days prior to the datehis:vacation,.¥.'olild:have'".;,.,:, :;.~... .
.'
.....
.begun. The Superintendent or other Supervisor shall, then, canvass the'employees who. .'
expressed a desire forthe now vacant vacation period beginning with themostsenioremPloyet;;. ,
"
'.
who expressed an"interest..in the period. The vacation time wil1 be granted to the first employee;.'. .,.:;....
who responds by accepting the vacation period offered to him.
Section 1.3 - ILLNESS PRIOR TO VACA TION
If an employee becomes ill, is injured or an emergency occurs to him or his
immediate. family-prior to the employee taking his scheduled vacation, the employee shall be
allowed to cancel his vacation. It shall, however, be understood that the employee must select
another vacation period from among those weeks remaining in the fiscal year in which the
employee was to use his accumulated vacation ihat are not already scheduled as vacation time off
by the maximum number of employees allowed to take vacation during a work week(s). (fthe
employee is denied his choice of vacation because of the needs of the empJoyer, because of the
aforementioned internal rule or other rule promulgated by the Department of Sanitation or
because the employee does not return to work due to an emergency, illness or injury which
continues until he is unable to schedule his vacation in the fiscal year in which he was supposed
to use it, the Town shall pay the employee for all unused vacation at his, then, current rate of pay
on the last pay day of the fiscal year in which he was to have taken his vacation. An employee
who was able to reschedule his vacation and does not re-schedule it will lose his vacation accrual
at the end of the fiscal year in which he was to have used it.
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Section 7.4 - VACA nON UPON SEPARATION
All employees, who are separated from employment and who have accrued
vacation to their credit at the time of separation, shall be paid the salary equivalent to the accrued
vacation.
In the event that an employee covered by this Agreement dies during the term of
this Agreement, the employee's accrued vacation benefits, if any, shall be paid in the salary
equivalent as follows:
(a) If said employee leaves a widow or widower, then to such widow or
widower.
(b) If no such widow or widower survives and said employee leaves a minor
child or minor children (including adopted children), then to the guardian of such minor child or
childIen.
(cr If no such-widow, widower or minor child or children, then to.the
surviving parent or parents, if any, of such employee.
(dJ
emplo}'~e'sestate.
If none ofthe aforementioned survive the emplqyee;;thentothe . . "'"'. ;.: : :".. ;':,
." ",
Section 7.5 - HOLIDAYS DURING VACATION
IIa.holiday(s) falls within the vacation period of any employee covered under this
contract the Town.shall pay the employee an extra day's pay fOTeach holiday falling within such
vacation period.
ARTICLE 8. - SICK LEAVE ACCUMULATIONS
Section 8.1 - SICK LEAVE ACCUMULATIONS
Each Sanitation Department employee who has completed three months of
full-time, continuous service shall be allowed sick time allowance for personal illness of
three-fourt.hs (3/4) day per month which may be accumulated to a maximum of two hundred
seventy (270) days. Effective January t, 2001, each Sanitation Department employee who has
completed three (3) months of full-time, continuous service shall be allowed sick time allowance
for personal illness of one (1) day per month which may be accumulated to a maximum of two
hundred seventy (270) days.
Section 8.2 - PROOF OF ILLNESS
Before absence for illness may be charged against accumulated sick leave, the
Board at the discretion of the Department Head, may require proof of illness in the form of a
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doctor's certificate containing a statement that the employee is unable to perform his duties. The
Board will not require proof of illness for an employee's first sick day. After an employee has
used one sick day, the Board may require the individual employee to provide a doctor's certificate
for any future sick leave by placing the individual employee on written notice that future
absences due to illness must be supported by a doctor's certificate. If the Board notifies an
individual employee that he or she must produce'a doctor's certificate for future sick leave
absences, that employee may grieve that notice on the basis that the requirement is arbitrary and
capricious or is design~d solely to harass the employee. In addition, if the proper verification is
not given or abuse is observed, any absence may be charged as leave without pay and/or may
constitute cause for discipline.
Section 8.3 - MEDICAL EXAMINATION
The Board may at any time require the employee to be examined at the expense of
the Board, by a physician designated by the Board.
Section 8.4 - SICKLEA VE ABUSE
Any employee known to be or whose records indicate to be ahusing his sick leave"
may be required to'bring a doctor's certificate v~rifying such sickness for.the first day of absence. ,
'The Department Head musti10tify such employee of his intention to enforce:this:Section:.ofthe, ,
"
c-<mtract. "
,
,
,
'
Se~tion 8.5 - NOTICE OF ABSENCE
Employees shall notify their appropriate DepartmenrHead; Supelvisor'or ,. ,
Working Crew Chief of their unavailability to work due to illness as.soon as they are aware.they
will b(rrequired to be absent.
Notice shall be provided at least one (1) hour prior to the regular starting time of
the employee's work shift if on the first and second shift and at least one and one-half (r 1/2)
hours prior to the third shifts. The Town shall make available to the employees the residence
phone numbers of the appropriate Department Head, Supervisor or Working Crew Chief to
w!1omnotification should be made, no matter what time the notice has to be made. If an
employee fails to give the aforementione.d notice, then that employee shall not receive ~ sick time
entitlement for tbat absence. The employee's appropriate Department Head may excuse the lack
of notice but only for good cause shown.
Section 8.6 - MEDICAL CERTIFICATION
After more than five (5) consecutive workdays of illness, a medical certificate will
be required before the employee may return to work and before the employee can qualify for the
sick leave or Worker's Compensation provisions of this contract.
Section 8.7 - PERSONAL USE OF SICK LEAVE
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Sick leave is to be used only for personal illness, physician's visit, hospital or
other medical treatment of employee. Sick leave may not be used for absence due to work
related injury for which compensation is provided under the Workers' Compensation Act.
Section 8.8 - ELIGffiILITY
An employee must work a minimum of three (3) months in order to be eligible to
take sick leave. At the ,expiration of the first three (3) months of an employee's employment, he
shall be deemed to have accumulated sick leave for the first three (3) months at the rate of
three-fourths (3/4) (effective January 1,2001, one (1) day) per month.
Section 8.9 - EARNING SICK LEAVE
A full leave credit or unit is given only when an employee has been at work for at
least fifteen (15) work days of a month.
ARTICLE 9. - SICK BANK (Effective December 1. 1993)
(Same as ARTICLE 10. ofthe.Agreement:)
ARTICLE 10. -SICK LEAVE UPON RETIREMENT, . . ......
. ~ .
",'. '-.
,",,:,.:.~:-
.
:..
."
.
. ,:~'", :
'.
;.
...":'-:..
.
.. ,- .', ," ','._ ::-:-:
: :-::', ::,:.:.~.t..~:"'.~
'.(Same as ARTICLE 11. of the Agreement):. . ,.
ARTICLE 11. - EMERGENCY LEAVE. PERSONAL
'...
(Same as ARTICLE 12..of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 12. - DEATH IN THE FAMILY
(Same as ARTICLE 13. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 1.3.- GENERAL LEAVE
(Same as ARTICLE 14. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 14. - HEALTH AND WELFARE
(Same as ARTICLE 15. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 15. - JURY PAY
(Same as ARTICLE 16. of the Agreement.)
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ARTICLE 16. - WORKERS' COMPENSATION
(Same as ARTICLE 17. of the Agreement,
except §§17.1 and 17.2 do not apply.)
ARTICLE 17. - RETIREMENT
(Same a~ ARTICLE 18. ofthe Agreement.)
ARTICLE 18. - RESIDENCY
(Same as ARTICLE 19. ofthe Agreement.)
ARTICLE 19. - SENIORITY
Section 19.1 - SENIORITY DEFINED
Seniority means the date of an employee's first appointment on a permanent basis
followed by continuous service-on a Permanent basis with the Town.
Seniority for purposes of filling vacancies an~promotions shall.be-detennined,on'.
,-the basis:ofJength.of.service within, the S.anitation-DepartInent :.:I£SanitatiomDepartmt:;i1h.;;. ,..;.-
seniority isequa]~ then overaltseniority shall' apply: . .' ,
>.'~'
'.'
. ..
Section-l9.2 - PROBATIONARY PERIOD.
Every appointment, pemlanent in character, to the Sanitation Department shall be
for a probationary-term of six (6) months in accordance with. the rules of the Civil Service .
Commission. All promotions shall be probationary for six (6) months. Any employee promoted
may-during his probationary period voluntarily request a return to his original position witb{}ut
penalty.
Section 19.3 - CONTINUOUS SERVICE
An employee's continuous servi<.:ere~ord shall be broken by voi1mtary re8ignation,
discharge t<lrjust cause, or retirement or leave of absence. However, if an employee who has
resigned is reinstated to work in any capacity within one (1) year thereafter, the break in
continuous service shall be removed from his record.
Section 19.4 - LAYOFFS
In the event it becomes necessary to layoff employees for any reason, they shall
be laid off in the inverse order of their Seniority. Any provisional or temporary employees will
be laid off by their length of continuous service since their last date of hire.
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Section 19.5 - ABOLISHMENT OF POSITION
Where, because of economics, consolidation or abolition of functions, curtailment
of activities or otherwise, positions are abolished or reduced in rank or salary grade, suspension
or demotion, as the case may be, among incumbents holding the same or similar jobs, shall be
made in the inverse order of original appointment on a permanent basis.
Section 19.6 - RECALL
(a) Employees shall be recalled trom layoff according to their seniority. No
new employees hired upon an annual basis shall be hired until all employees on the layoff status
desiring to return to work shall have been recalled, provided that such employees on a layoff
status are capable of returning to work.
(b) The Town will notify the laid off employee by registered mail, at his last
knoWD'addTess,that he has been offered recall in line.with his continuous service. If the
employee fails to report for work by the tenth (10th) working day trom date of mailing of the
notice ofrecaJI, he shall be considered a "quit".
Section 19.7 - PROMOTIONS. VACANCIES AND BUMPING
. . (a) Theterm:promotionmeansthe:advancementof an em~doyeeto.a;higher;':;..~'~:'..
paying position in the Sanitation Department. 11ieterm: .vacancy.does:l1c-tinClude eilnyJevel :.
positions; and.entry level positions are not subject to anyofthe. procedures.contained-,injhis ..
Artjcle.
(b) In case of promotion or whenever a new job classification, opening or a
vacanc)'''occ.urs, other than temporary, the position shall be filled in accordance with Civil
Service rules of procedure, and selections shall be made from the appropriate Civil SeIvice list
until the list of names is .exhausted.
(c) Should a new position, promotion or vacancy within the Sanitation
Department occur which cannot be filled by reason of the absence of an appropriate Civil Service
list, then, in such case, an appropriate notice of the said opening shall be posted on all bulletin
boards for a period of ten (10) working days, stating the job title, pay rate and necessary
qualification for the job.
(d) A Sanitation Department employee may apply, in writing, for such
position and submit such application to his Department Head.
(e) The position shall be filled by the Department Head within thirty (30) days
trom the date the new classification or vacancy occurs from among employees who have made
such application and who are qualified, except that where more than one (1) employee qualifies
for the same position, departmental seniority will be the determining factor on making the
selection. Where the competing employees are of equal departmental seniority, the employee
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with the longest service with the Town shall be appointed. All promotions shall be probationary
for six (6) months. Any employee promoted may during this probationary period voluntarily
request a return to his original position without penalty.
(f) When an employee is laid off due to a reduction in the work force, the
employee shall be permitted to exercise the employee's seniority rights to bump within the
department; i.e. to replace an employee with less departmental seniority. Such employee may, if
the employee so desires, replace any employee in the same job classification within the same
department, provided that the employee has greater departmental seniority than the employee
within the department whom the employee replaces.
When necessary to reduce the work force pursuant to any oftbe provisions of this
Article, the employee with the least departmental seniority shall be laid off. The affected
employee may displace the least senior employee holding a job and job title in another
department which the affected employee previously held if the affected employee has more
departmental seniority in the other..department-than the employee to be bumped.
Section 19.8 -TRANSFER TO HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Employees in the Sanitation Department s.hallbe offered the opportunity to .
. transfer to the Highway Department when vacancies exist in the Highway Departmentdf:.a ' . '.;
vacancy occurs in the Highway Department~ theTownwilFpost the vacancy:iIF.the:'Sariitation.',.:.:;o.,;;::,]'.':
Department. TheTownmay select anyone of the three highest Sanitation Department .,,>.' . . .
employees who bids for the vacancy. The highest is to be deternlined by seniorityin.the" . . .":...
Sanitation Department.
~
.'
. .
Section 19.9 - DISCIPLINE MTI DISCHARGE
In Jieu of coverage under Section 75 and Section 76 of the New York State Civil
Service Law the following procedure will be followed:
If the Town determines that an employee shall be disciplined, such employee may
be disciplined depending upon the circumstances of each case, for just cause. An employee shall
not be disciplined or discharged for acts which occurred more than one (1)year prior to the notice
of discipline or discharge unless said acts of misconduct or incompetency would constitute a
crime pursuant to the Laws of the State of New York. Furthermore, the Town shall not take into
account any disciplinary action against the employee which occurred more than t}1ree(3) years
prior to the date of the discipline. At the time the action is taken, the employee may request the
presence ofan appropriate Union representative if he so desires.
. If an employee who has been disciplined or discharged considers such action to be
unjust, he or she shall file a grievance, signed by the employee, within fifteen (15) work days,
exclusive of the date disciplinary action was taken, with the Town Supervisor. Such grievance
shall be in writing, signed by the employee and shall set forth the reasons for contesting the
discipline and any mitigating circumstances. Such grievance shall be treated as a step three (3)
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grievance as set forth in the grievance procedure and shall be reviewed at the next scheduled step
three (3) grievance meeting between the parties. If the decision at the third step is unacceptable,
the employee, through the Union, may utilize the arbitration procedure as provided in this
Agreement.
Failure to file a grievance within the time frame here and above specified or
timely appeal to arbitration shall constitute acceptance of the disciplinary penalty and then settle
the matter with prejudice in its entirety.
ARTICLE 20. - NOTICES AND VISITATION
(Same as ARTICLE 21. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 21. - MAINTENANCE OF BENEFITS
Section 21. 1 ..MAINTENANCE OF BENEFITS
(a) Employee ofthe Sanitation Department shall be allowed a fifteen minute
coffee break in the morning and a fifteen minute coffee break in the afternoon.
(b) Employees of the Sanitation Department shallbeallowed..aJive.minute
wash up. pCl'iodbefore lunch and a fifteen minute wash up period ;before..their:,quittip.g:tiDie~::;:.:.:. : .,( '1'
ARTICLE 22. - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
(Same as ARTICLE 24. of the Agreement.).
ARTICLE 23. - SALARIES.
Section 23.1 - INCREASES
Effective January 1, 1998, each employee covered under the contract shall receive
an increase to his 1997 hourly rate of fifty cents ($.50) per hour. Such increase shall be
incOlporated into the 1997 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1, 1998 hourly rate (salary)
schedul~ which shall be labeled Appendix B.
Effective January 1, 1999, each employee covered under the contract shall receive
an increase to his 1998 hourly rate of fifty ($.50) cents per hour. Such increase shall be
incorporated into the 1998 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1, 1999 hourly rate (salary)
schedule which shall be labeled Appendix C.
Effective January 1, 2000, each employee covered under this contract shall receive
an increase to his January 2000 hourly rate of fifty ($.50) cents per hour. Such increase shall be
incorporated into the January 1999 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1, 2000 hourly rate
(salary) schedule which shall be labeled Appendix D.
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Effective January 1,2001, each employee covered under this contract shall receive
an increase tc his 2000 hourly rate of fifty ($.50) cents per hour. Such increase shall be
incorporated into the 2000 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1,2001 hourly rate schedule
which will be labeled Appendix E.
Effective January 1, 2002, each Sanitation Department employee covered under
this contract shall receive an increase to his 2001 hourly rate of fifty ($.50) cents per hour. Such
increase shall be incorporated into the 2001 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1,2002
hourly rate schedule which will be labeled Appendix F.
Section 23.2 - MEAL ALLOWANCE
---
A five dollar ($5.00) meal allowance will be paid to all employees, who work.
more than five (5) consecutive hours of overtime. Meal allowance will not be paid for overtime
which is scheduled and forwhich the employeehas received at least one (1) hour's notice. The .
one (1) hour's notice clause shall not apply if the overtime is contiguous to an employee's regular... .
eight (8) hour work shift.
Section 23.3 - SHOE ALLOWANCE
-------
TheTowll of West Seneca wilLallow all its employeescovei'edbYJl1e;bargaiIli-ng-'" .
unit a seventy-five dollar ($75.00}per yearshoe,allotmentupop.submission;Qfa.'Paiq:,r,ece~pt(for" '..- .",
an approved shoe.
.
'
, .
ARTICI,K.24. - SNOW AND OTHEREMERGEN{.'Y CONDITIONS.
(Same as ARTICLE 26. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE-25. - OUT OF TITLE WORK
(Same as ARTICLE 27. ofthe Agreement.)
ARTICLE 26. - PERSONNEL FILES
(Same as ARTICLE 28. ofthe Agreement.)
ARTICLE 1.7.- LOCKOUT
(Same as ARTICLE 29. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 28. - ILLEGALITY
(Same as ARTICLE 30. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 29. - MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT
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Effective January 1,2001, each employee covered under this contract shall receive
an increase tc his 2000 hourly rate of fifty ($.50) cents per hour. Such increase shall be
incorporated into the 2000 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1,2001 hourly rate schedule
which will be labeled Appendix E.
t !
Effective January 1,2002, each Sanitation Department employee covered under
this contract shall receive an increase to his 2001 hourly rate of fifty ($.50) cents per hour. Such
increase shall be incorporated into the 2001 hourly rate schedule to form the January 1, 2002
hourly rate schedule which will be labeled Appendix F.
Section 23.2 - MEAL ALLOWANCE
---.
A five dollar ($5.00) meal allowance will be paid to all employees, who work
more than five (5) consecutive hours of overtime. Meal allowance will not be paid for overtime
which is scheduled and forwhich the employee has received at least one (1) hour's notice. The'
one (1) hour's notice clause shall not apply if the overtime is contiguous to an employee's regular.
eight (8) hour work shift.
Sectior. 23.3 - SHOE ALLOWANCE
------
The'Town of West Seneca wilLallow all its employeesco'/cred.bYJJt~~bar;giili1~ng'"
unit a sevcuty-five dollar ($75.00)per year shoe.a11otmentnponsubmissi:en;ofa.'Paiq:.~ce~p:tfoL~.:~:'
an approved shoe. . . . .
ARTICt.K24. - SNOW AND OTHEREMERGEN(."Y CONDITIONS.
(Same as ARTICLE 26. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE..25. - OUT OF TITLE WORK
(Same as ARTICLE 27. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 26. - PERSONNEL FILES
(Same as ARTICLE 28. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 1.7.- LOCKOUT
(Same as ARTICLE 29. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 28. - ILLEGALITY
(Same as ARTICLE 30. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 29. - MODIFICATION OF AGREEMENT
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(Same as ARTICLE 31. of the Agreement.) I
.,
. .
ARTICLE 30. - TERM OF AGREEMENT
(Same as ARTICLE 32. of the Agreement.)
ARTICLE 31. - LEGISLATIVE ACTION
(Same as ARTICLE 34. of the Agreement.)
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APPENDIX: TOWN OF WEST SENECA
BLUE COLLAR SALARY
SCHEDULE
1998
GROUP mLE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5
1 LABORER 15.89 16.10 16.32 16.52 16.74
(ASST DOG CONTROL OFFICER) 33056.57 33486.71 33938.36 34368.51 34820.16
CARETAKER
2 MEO 16.13 16.35 16.59 16.78 17.00
SEWER MAINT WORKER 33551.23 34002.88 34497.55 34906.19 35357.84
DOG CONTROL OFFICER
3 16.16 16.41 16.65 16.89 17.13
33615.75 34131.93 34626.59 35121.26 35637.43
4 16.47 16.72 16.96 17.20 17.44
34260.97 34m.14 35271.81 35766.47 36282.65
5 HEO 16.55 16.81 17.07 17.33
IQ
17.61 I
AUTO MECHANIC 34433.03 34970.71 35508.39 36046.07 36626.76 "
.~
FIRE ALARM MAlNT 1-1
-
j:I
:z;'
6 WORKING CREW CHIEF 17.27 17.56 17.85 18.16 18.46 ~t:I.4
AUTO MECHANIC CREW CHIEF 35917.02 36519.23 37121.43 37766.64 38390.35 t:I.4
-<
7 GENERAL CREW CHIEF 17.63 17.97 18.32 18.66 19.00
'36669.78 37379.51 38110.76 38820.50 39530.23
SANITATION - MEO 12.92
26873.60
SANITATION (LIFTER) LABORER 11.77
24481.60
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
APPENDIX: TOWN OF WEST SENECA
">-
BLUECOLLARSALARY
SCHEDULE
1999
GROUp. TITLE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5
1 LABORER 16.43 16.65 16.87 17.09 17.31
(ASST DOG CONTROLOFFICER) 34180.49 34625.26 35092.27 35537.03 36004.04
CARETAKER
2 MEO 16.68 16.90 17.15 17.35 17.58
SEWER MAINTWORKER 34691.97 35158.98 35670.47 36093.00 36560.00
DOGCONTROLOFFICER
3 16.71 16.97 17.21 17.46 17.72
34758.69 35292.41 35803.90 36315.38 36849.10
4 17.03 . 17.29 17.53 17.78 18.04
35425.84 35959.57 36471.05 36982.53 37516.26
5 HEO - 17.12 F.38 17.65 17.92
to)
18.21
AUTO MECHANIC 35603.75 361'59.71 36715.67 37271.63 37872.07 IIt4
1-1;~: j::I
5-A FIRE AlARM MAINT EFF 7/1 17.49 17.77 18.05 18.35 18.65 :;r;
36370.98 36960:30 37549.61 38161.17 38783.85 r:r:I
~~6
WORKING CREW CHIEF 17.85 18.15 18.45 18.77 19.08 <
AUTO MECHANIC CREW CHIEF 37138.20 37760.88 38383.56 39050.71 39695.62
18.23 18.58 18.95 19.30 19.65
7 GENERAL CREW CHIEF 37916.55 38650.42 39406.52 40140.39 40874.26
SANITATION -MEO 13.42
27913.60
SANITATION).IFTERtLABOREFC 12.27
25521;60
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -
IIiII- -
APPENDIX: TOWN OF WEST SENECA
BLUE COLlAR SALARY
. SCHEDUle
2000
GROUP TITLE
-
STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5
1 . LABORER 16.99 17.21 17.44 17.67 17.90
(ASST DOG CONTROL OFFICER) 35342.63 35802.52 36285.40 36745.29 37228.18
CARETAKER
2 MEO 17.25 17.48 17.73 17.94 18.17
SEWER MAlNT WORKER 35871.50 36354.39 36883.26 37320.16 37803.04
DOG CONTROL OFFICER
3 17.28 17.54 17.80 18.05 18.32
35940.48 36492.35 37021.23 37550.10 38101.97
4 17.61 17.88 18.13 18.38 18.65
36630.32 37182.19 37711.07 38239.94 38791.81
~5
'
HEO 17.70 17.98 18.25 18.53 18.83
~I
AUTO MECHANIC 36814.28 37389.14 37964.01 38538.87 39159.72
~~'.
:z;
"
rz:I
5-A FIRE ALARM MAINT 18.08 18.37 18.67 18.97 19.28 CI.I
37607.59 38216.95 38826.30 39458.65 40102.50 CI.I
<
6 WORKING CREW CHIEF 18.46 18.77 19.08 19.41 19.73
AUTO MECHANIC CREW CHIEF 38400.90 39044.75 39688.60 40378.43 41045.28
7 GENERAL CREW CHIEF 18.85 19.21 19.59 19.95 20.32
39205.71 39964.53 40746.35 41505.17 42263.99
SANITATION -MEO 13.92
28953.60
SANITATION (LIFTER) LABORER 12.77
26561.60
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
APPENDIX: TOWN OF WEST SENECA
.., BLUE COLLAR SALARY
SCHEDULE
2001
GROUP TITLE STEP1 STEP2 STEP3 STEP4 STEP 5
~1 LABORER
(ASST DOG CONTROL OFFICER) 17.57 17.80 18.04 18.27 18.51
CARETAKER 36544.28 37019.80 37519.11 37994.63 38493.94
2 MEO 17.83 18.07 18.34 18.55 18.79
SEWER MAINT WORKER 37091.13 37590.44 38137.29 38589.04 39088.35
DOG CONTROL OFFICER
3 17.87 18.14 18.40 18.67 18.94
37162.46 37733.09 38279.95 38826.81 39397.44
4 18.21 18.48 18.75 19.01 19.28
37875.75 38446.38 38993.24 39540.10 40110.73
~5
HEO 18.30 18.59 18.87 19.16 19.47 I<I-jAUTO MECHANIC 38065.96 38660.37 39254.78 39849.19 40491.15
~z
~5-A FIREALARMMAINT 18.70 19.00 19.30 19.62 19.94
~38886.25 39516.32 40146.40 40800.25 ~41465.98 <
6 WORKING CREW CHIEF 19.09 19.41 19.73 20.07 20.40
AUTO MECHANIC CREW CHIEF 39706.53 40372.27 41038.01 41751.30 42440.81
7 GENERAL CREW CHIEF 19.49 19.87 20.26 20.63 21.01
40538.71 .41323.33 42131.72 42916.34 43700.96
SANITATION - MEO 14.42
29993.6
-SANITATION (LIFTER) LABORER 13.27
27601.6
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...- -
APPENDIX: TOWN OF WEST SENECA
',-
BLUE COLLAR SALARY
. SCHEDULE
2002
GROUP TITLE STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5
1 LABORER
(ASST DOG CONTROL OFFICER) 18.10 18.33 18.58 18.81 19.06
CARETAKER 37640.60 38130.40 38644.68 39134.47 39648.76
2 MEO 18.37 18.61 18.89 19.11 19.36
SEWER MAINT WORKER 38203.87 38718.15 39281.41 39746.71 40261.00
i DOG CONTROL OFFICER
3 18.40 18.69 18.96 19.23 19.51
38277.33 38865.09 39428.35 39991.61 40579.36
4 18.76 19.04 19.31 19.58 19.86 1'&1
39012.02 39599.78 40163.04 40726.30 41314.05
-
II<
. HEO 18.85 19.14 19.44 1-15 19.73 20.05
~'. AUTO MECHANIC 39207.94 39820.18 40432.42 41044.67 41705.89 :z;ra:I
11<
," 11<
5-A FIRE ALARM MAINT 19.26 19.57 19.88 20.20 20.53 <
40052.84 40701.81 41350.79 42024.25 42709.96
6 WORKING CREW CHIEF 19.66 19.99 20.32 20.67 21.02
AUTO MECHANIC CREW CHIEF 40897.73 41583.44 42269.15 43003.84 43714.04
7 GENERAL CREW CHIEF 20.07 20.46 20.86 21.25 21.64
41754.87 42563.03 43395.67 44203.83 45011.99
SANITATION - MEO 14.92
31033.6
SANITATION (LIFTER) LABORER 13.77
28641.6
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - -
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APPENDIX H
. II .
BUILDING AND GROUNDS STAFFING
Pursuant to the understanding of the parties reached in the settlement of the Blue
Collar Contract, the To~ will endeavor to maintain a work force of 14 full-time laborers, one
full-time General Crew Chief and one full-time Working Crew Chief in the Buildings and
Grounds Department together with two employees in the fire alarm maintenance department.
There will be no reductions of full-time employees until all other less than full-time employees in
the Buildings and Grounds Department are removed, including seasonal part-time employees and
any other employee in the Buildings and Grounds Department.
DATED: West Seneca, New . York
.w- A.'L 1999
TOWN-OF WEST SF.NECA. . ...~,':.: . :.::,: :..:.:~~>' ,.'
Hy:Jf~~~
Paul T. Clark
Supervisor
-;CSEA Local No..TOaO
A.F:S:C.M:E.;:AFL':'CIO .
West SenecaBlue Colla-rUnit
Local 8J 5
~~~
Title:
-.M. {" ._____
. t., ,
. ~;ti'
".
.
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APPENDIX I
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
OVERTIME POLICY AND PROCEDURES
IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED, by and between the Town of
West Seneca ("Town") or ("Employer"), and Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local
1000, A.F.S.C.M.E. AFL-CIO Town of West Seneca Blue Collar Unit Local 815 ("Union").
1. The Union, on behalf of all its bargaining unit members hereby waive any and
all overtime claims of any nature whatsoever for any employee assigned to the Engineering
Department, except those arising out ofthe violation of this Agreement.
2. That notwithstanding any provision of the current Collective Bargaining
Agreement-between the Town and the Union, the applicable overtime policy and procedure for
bargaining:unit members assigned to the Engineering Department during the duration of the said
CUlTentCollective- Bargaining Agreement and until a successor agreement is negotiated which
.modifies. the sajd policy and procedure shall be as follows:
The current rotational list of employeesjn-effect on5uue 26,~T9892shall
.continu~..:.Any.additionalemployeesassigned' to the pepartmentshallgo<to'the bottom:of .the .
list.
Employees. shall be assigned a can-out pager on a weekly rotational basis
(close of Friday shift to close of next Friday shift). One employee shall be designated as prim:uy,
while the next in line shall be back-up. The next week the back-up employee shall be designated
as primary and the next employee on the employee rotational list shall be the back-.up with the
prior week's primary designee going to the end of the list.
No adjustment of the rotational list shall be made due to the absence of an
empJoyee as a result of short-term illness, personal leave or vacation. If an employee is not able
to serve his primary week or portion thereof, he must wait until a full rotation takes place to be
eligible for primary designation.
The primary or back-up employee who serves as primary for four of the
seven days shall be paid two (2) hours at the applicable employee's overtime rate.
Sewer maintenance callouts which primarily require the setting up and
operation of portable sewer pumps shall be offered by seniority within the job classification
required in a combined roster of Highway and Sewer Maintenance Department employees.
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(B)
(C)
DATED:
APPENDIX J I t
CONTRACT REVISION
(A) The Town agrees to increase the guaranteed numbers by one (1) General Crew Chief
Buildings and Grounds title as reflected in Appendix H, and one (1) additional General
Crew Chief Highway title as reflected in Article 23 of the Agreement
The Union agrees to allow the Highway Superintendent the availability to rotate General
Crew Chiefs between departments at his discretion. . '
Upon the replacement of the General Crew Chief currently encumbering that position in
the Buildings and Grounds Department, the position will be filled by an employee
employed in the Buildings and Grounds Department pursuant to the agreement between'
the'Town and CSEA.
West Senec.a, New York,', : . ...
September
~~~ 1999
. ,.
TOWN OF WEST SENECA'
By:
S480:?1
CSEA LOCALNO. JOOO . .
AFSCME;..\.FL:'CI0.
W esfSeneca' Blue. Collar .Uni fLocaI :815,,:'
?CZ/~~~
Paul T. Clark
Supervisor
BY~~~
Title: ~~/:V~A/ /
r
By; ~~~'-
"Title:_~~~
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MEHORANDUK OF AGR.EEMENT ! f
BETWEEN
TOWN OF WEST SENECA
ANI:) THE
CIVIL SER.VICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC.,
LOCAL 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
The Town of West Seneca, hereinafter referred to as the
nTownn, and the Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local
1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, hereinafter referred to as' the "Unionn are
parties to a Collective Bargaining Agreement for the term January
,
,
,
1, 1998 through December 31, 2002. In accordance with Section
204 of the New York State Public Employees' Fair Employment Act,
the parties hereby agree to the following controlled substances
and alcohol testing procedure:
1. The Town's controlled substances and alcohol
testing program shall conform to the applicable regulations of
the Federal Highway Administration (nFHWAn). Tests conducted
under this policy shall be administered by BioMed, Inc., 3615
Seneca Street, West Seneca, New York (nBioMedn).
2. Employees shall be referred to a Substance Abuse
Professional through the Town's Employee Assistance Program
(nEApn), administered by Child and Family Services.
3. The Town shall administer pre-employment,
reasonable suspicion, post accident, return to duty, follow up,
.~.'
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and controlled substances testing as required by the FHWA. I tAt
present, the FHWA requires the Town to administer, on an annual
basis, an amount of random alcohol tests equal to 10% of all
covered employees and an amount. of random controlled substances
tests equal to 50% of all covered employees. Selection of
employees for random testing shall be made by BioMed with a
computer based random generator. BioMed shall notify the Town of
the identification numbers of the employees selected for random
testing on the morning of the test.
It is agreed that the Town will provide the Union with
,
the number of employees tested for alcohol and the number of
employees tested for controlled substances on a random basis on
the day of such tests. The notification shall be a copy of the
facsimile from BioMed and shall be provided to the Unit President
or his/her designee within one (1) hour of receipt of notice from
BioMed.
4. Employees holding the position of laborer, but who
do operate commercial motor vehicles (nCMVn) as defined in the
FHWA regulations during their emploYment with the Town shall have
the option of deciding whether-or not they wish to operate CMV's
for the Town for the following year. If a laborer elects not to
operate CMV's for the Town, he/she will not be subject to testing
in the following year. If a laborer elects to operate CMV's for
the Town, he/she will be a covered employee and subject to
- :2 -
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testing in the following year. This election must be made in a I ,.
two week period designated by the Highway Superintendent.
s. The Town agrees that it will not discipline an
employee for alcohol or controlled substances test results below
the levels established by the United States Department of
Transportation and/or the Federal Highway Administration. The
term "positive controlled substances test" as it is used in this
document shall mean a positive test under the levels established
and used by the United States Department of Transportation and/or
the Federal Highway Administration.
'.
6. Employees testing positive for controlled
substances marijuana, cocaine, opiates, phencycline (PCP), and.
.
amphetamines shall be subject to discipline on the following
basis:
A. ACCIDENT: In the event of a positive
controlled substance test following an accident involving the
loss of life or serious property or vehicle damage, the employee
will be subject to discipline up to and including immediate
discharge. Such discipline or discharge shall be subject to the
grievance and arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining
agreement between the Town and the Union.
B. In all other cases, the following procedure
will apply:
- 3 -
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(
a) 1st positive - Following notification of , ~
an employee's first positive controlled substances test result,
the employee shall be referred to a substance abuse professional
as required by FHWA regulations: The employee shall also be
removed from performing safety sensitive functions and assume the
duties normally performed by a laborer, with a corresponding
reduction in pay to the rate of laborer for at least 30 days.
After this thirty (30) day period, the employee may request a
return to duty test. The return to duty test will be scheduled
by BioMed after consultation with and with the consent of the
employee's substance abuse professional. \.Following a
satisfactory return to duty test after such a 30 day period, the.
employee shall be returned to performing safety sensitive
functions and his/her previous wage rate. This action shall not
be reviewable or appealable in any forum, including PERB or any'
federal, state or local court, and shall not be subject to the
grievance and arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining
agreement.
b) 2nd Positive - Following notification of
a second positive controlled substances test result within two
(2) years of the first positive, the employee shall again be
referred to a substance abuse professional as required by FHWA
regulations. The employee shall also be demoted to the position
of laborer, with a corresponding reduction in pay, where he/she'
- 4 -
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will still be subject to random, reasonable suspicion, post j f
accident, return to duty, and follow up testing. This employee
may bid on vacant Motor Equipment Operator, Heavy Equipment
Operator, and Mechanic Position£ after 1 year, and must
satisfactorily complete a return to duty test prior to entering
such a position. This demotion shall not be reviewable or
appealable in any forum, including PERB or any federal, state or
local court, and shall not be subject to the grievance and
arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining agreement.
c) 3rd Positive - Following notification of
'.
a third positive controlled substances test result within two (2)
years of the first positive, the employee shall be immediately
discharged. Such discharge shall not be reviewable or appealable
in any forum, including PERB or any federal, state or local
court, and shall not be subject to the grievance and arbitration
procedures of the collective bargaining agreement.
d) In the event that an employee tests
positive for a controlled substance within two (2) years of the
employee's second positive test but more than two (2) years after
the employee's first positive test, the employee will be
disciplined as if it were his/her second positive test.
c. Any time off required for treatment shall be
without pay; however, an employee may use any available accrued
- 5 -
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time off. In no circumstances shall an employee be allowed sick ~ I
bank benefits for this purpose.
D. The Town shall not be responsible for the
cost of any treatment.
E. If a Substance Abuse Professional recommends
that an employee participate in a treatment program, successful
completion of that program is required as a condition of
continued emploYment. The employee must agree to execute a
release allowing the Town to obtain information concerning the.
.employee' sattendance only in such a program. '.In the event the
ToWn learns that an employee has failed to attend one scheduled
appointment in such a treatment program, it will advise the
employee to consult with the Union. Unless good/cause is shown,
an -employee will be discharged for missing two scheduled
appointments. Such discharge shall not be reviewable or
appealable in any forum and shall not be subject to the grievance
and arbitration procedures of .the collective bargaining
agreement.
7. Employee testing positive for alcohol shall be
subject to discipline on the following basis:
A. ACCIDENT: In the event of a positive alcohol
test with a result of .02 or greater, following an accident
involving the loss of life or serious property or vehicle damage,
- 6 -
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the employee will be subject to discipline up to and including ; ~
.
immediate discharge. Such discharge shall be subject to the
grievance and arbitration provisions of the collective bargaining
agreement between the Town and the Union. In the event of a
positive alcohol test with a result of .1 or greater, following
an accident involving the loss of life or serious property or
vehicle damage, the employee shall be immediately discharged.
Such discharge shall not be reviewable or appealable in any
forum, including PERB or any federal, state or local court, and
shall not be subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures
~ of the collective bargaining agreement.
B. In all other cases, the following procedures
will apply:
a) Following notice of an employee's(1)
first positive alcohol test with a result of .02 to .039, the
employee shall be removed from performing safety sensitive
functions for at least 24 hours and until after satisfactory
completion of a return to duty test. This employee shall also be
given a written warning. This action shall not be reviewable or
appealable in any forum, including PERB or any federal, state or
local court, and shall not be subject to the grievance and
arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining agreement.
In the event that this positive test occurs while an employee is
working overtime, he or she shall be sent home without pay. If
- 7 -
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the employee does not take a return to duty test prior to the
start of his or her next work shift, the employee shall be
, ,
assigned the duties of a laborer, with a corresponding reduction
in pay, until that employee takes a return to duty test.
{2} Following notice of an employee's
first positive alcohol test with a result of .04 or greater, OR
following notice of an employee's second positive alcohol test
with a result of .02 or greater within eighteen {18} months of
the employee's first positive test of .02 or greater, the
employee shall be referred to a Substance Abuse Professional.
1
The employee shall also be removed from performing safety
sBnsitive functions and assigned the duties of a laborer, with a
corresponding reduction in pay to the rate of a laborer,. f.ora
"period of at .least 14 days. After 14 days in the position of
..'
laborer, the employee may request a return to duty test. The
return to duty test will be scheduled by BioMed after
consultation with and with the consent of the employee's
substance abuse professional. Following a satisfactory return to
duty test after this 14 day period, the employee shall be
returned to performing safety sensitive functions and his/her
previous wage rate. This action shall not be reviewable or
appealable in any forum and shall not be subject to the grievance
and arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining
agreement.
- 8 -
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b) Following notice, of the employee's next
"
t f
positive alcohol test (.02 or greater) within eighteen (18)
months of the employee's first positive test, the employee shall
be referred to a substance abuse professional. The employee
shall also be removed from performing safety sensitive functions
and assigned the duties of a laborer, with a corresponding
reduction in pay to the rate of a laborer, for a period of at
least 30 days. After thirty (30) days in the position of
laborer, an employee can request a return to duty test. The
return to duty test shall be scheduled with BioMed after
,
consultation with and with the consent of the employee's
substance abuse professional. Following a satisfactory return ,to
duty test after this 30 day period, the employee shall be
i't
returned to performing safety sensitive functions and his/her
previous wage rate. This action shall not be reviewable or
appealable in any forum, including PERB or any federal, state or
local court and shall not be subject to the grievance and
arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining agreement.
c} Following notice of an employee's next
positive alcohol test (.02 or greater) within eighteen (18)
months of the employee's first positive test, the employee shall
again be referred to a Substance Abuse Professional. The
employee shall also be demoted to the position of laborer, with a
corresponding reduction in pay to the rate of a laborer, where
- 9 -
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he/she will still be subject to random, reasonable suspicion, I ~
post accident, follow up, and return to duty testing. The
employee may bid on a vacant Motor Equipment Operator, Heavy
Equipment Operator or Mechanic Position after l'year and after
satisfactorily completing a return to duty test. This demotion
shall not be reviewable or appealable in any forum, including
PERB or any federal, state or local court, and shall not be
subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures of the
collective bargaining agreement.
d) Following notice of an employee's next
\,
positive alcohol test (.02 or greater) within eighteen (18)
months~of the first,positive test, the employee shall be
immediately discharged. This discharge shall not be reviewable
or appealable in any forum, including PERB or any federal, state
or local court, and shall not be subject to the grievance and
arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining agreement.
e) It is agreed that this system of
progressive discipline is based upon a rolling eighteen (18).
month period. In the event that an employee tests positive for
alcohol, his/her discipline shall be determined by the number of
positive tests within the most recent eighteen (18) month period.
c. Any time off for treatment shall be without
pay; however, an employee may use any available accrued time off.
- 10 -
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Employees may apply for sick bank benefits through the provisions , I
of the collective bargaining agreement.
D. The Town shall not be responsible for the
cost of any treatment.
E. If a Substance Abuse Professional recommends
that an employee participate in a treatment program, successful
completion of that program is required as a condition of
continued employment. The employee must agree to execute a
release allowing the Town to obtain information concerning the
employee's attendance only in such a program. In the event the
Town learns that an employee has failed to attend one scheduled
appointment in such a treatment program, it will advise the'
employee to consult with the Union. Unle'ss good cause is -shown,
'
an employee will be discharged for missing two scheduled
appointments. Such discharge shall not be reviewable or
appealable in any forum and shall not be subject to the grievance
and arbitration procedures of the collective bargaining
agreement.
8. It is understood that a failed test for alcohol or
controlled substances can be any of random, reasonable suspicion,
post accident, return to duty, or follow up tests. Failed tests
for alcohol and failed tests for controlled substances shall be
treated separately in the disciplinary procedure set out in this
- 11 -
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Agreement. It is further understood that a failed controlled
j I
substance test need not be for the same controlled substance in
order to progress through the disciplinary procedure.
9. It is agreed that a covered employ~e under FHWA
regulations is'required to submit to a controlled substances or
alcohol test as a condition of his/her employment. If an
employee refuses to submit to such a test, he will be advised to
consult with the Union if time and circumstances permit. In the
event that this employee continues to refuse to submit to
testing, he/she will be subject to discipline up to and including
,
discharge for insubordination. This discipline or discharge
shall be subject to the grievance and arbitration procedures of
-I,
.
the collective bargaining agreement.
< .
,
.'
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10. Information concerning alcohol and controlled
substance test results shall be handled confidentially by the
Highway Superintendent.
11. To the extent that any part of this Agreement may
conflict with any provision of the collective bargaining
agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall be controlling.
12. Whenever possible, each provision of this
Agreement shall be interpreted in such manner as to be effective
and valid under applicable law, but if any provision of this
Agreement is held to be prohibited by or invalid under applicable
- 12 -
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law, such provisions will be ineffective only to the extent of . ,
such prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the
remainder of such provision or the remaining provisions of this
Agreement.
FOR THE UNION
~?r- O??' /~?7
DATE
~~£~
~~~;~D!:~ rl?f
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FOR THE TOWN
q-~q-GJ9 f-ri¥o-rkh .
;
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DATE
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,
DATE
172311
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